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Message from the President
Alexa Samarotto

Dear Members,

The 2015 National Specialty is now history and I 
hope everyone is back safely from the whirlwind 
of activities, rested up and back to our normal rou-
tine, well maybe not quite yet. I hope that both the 
winners and those not so much, found the experi-
ence a good, educational and productive event. 

After three days of shows, obedience and rally, our Futurity, Sweep-
stakes, two days of Coursing Ability Testing, educational events includ-
ing Mentors’ Corner and Breed Presentation for Judges that members 
can observe, lectures on Structure and Movement and Pedigree Analy-
sis, as well as health testing – the free Eye Clinic and wonderful social 
events, we can be grateful for the tremendous amount of work put 
in by the Committee.  Thank you to the max to the dedicated Com-
mittee members who are made this a memorable and fun weekend: 
Marilyn Harban, Sandra Weigle, first and foremost, with Rita Farmer, 
Ann Roache, Barbera Curtis, Thalia Rott, Celeste Platt, Sherry Cooper, 
Sherrill Yates, Susan Mason, Julie Seaton, Sandra Anderson, Sheila 
Dunn, Kerrie Bryan, Debbie Sharp and Carol Sazama all participating in 
essential roles to make this National all come together.  The welcom-
ing and social events were so friendly, informal and fun that we will 
remember them for quite some time. And we are sooo grateful to our 
member and caterer par excellence, Susan Mason, for the extraordi-
nary spread she and her staff presented. Not be forgotten!! We have 
proof positive that Chattanooga has humidity as high and downpours 
as heavy as any place you could imagine. (Felt a lot like home to some 
of us and to our western members, evidently quite a trial).

Another extraordinary one example to highlight, the impressively 
knowledgeable lecture by Dr. Carmen Battaglia, who covered so 
many areas even beyond the topics of “Structure and Movement and 
“Pedigree Analysis” , covering and tying together into the topics,  the 
“Super Dog Programs” run by the Federal government. I know that he 
imparted so much information even the most experienced among us 
could take away new insights. 

 

I was once again encouraged to see so much interest in the educa-
tional activities both on the Education Day, and the Mentor’s Corner. 
Seeing the large, attentive group catching every word of Dr. Batta-
glia’s talk was very heartening.  So, too, the interest on the part of our 
members who seek to become mentors and perhaps, later to advance 
to Presenters is a good sign. Those in the audience who listened and 
those advised the Presenters both learned and imparted knowledge 
that helps everyone. I feel that I cannot stress enough the importance 
of striving for quality, both in conformation, temperament and health 
in our breeding programs. We give the judges what we want them to 
see and evaluate and often times, we are then the only ones to blame 
when we feel the judges do not make good choices. They can only 
judge what is there in front of them. Yes, they can withhold but that is 
rare and rarely taken positively. And we can only improve the quality of 
our breeding programs and the dogs we present by learning as much 
as we can. Trying to see our dogs and others through objective eyes 
is a skill we all need to keep exercising.  Once again, I cannot stress 
enough how useful to our own education and growth attendance at 
these events is, no matter how experienced you are.

We also heard some initial plans about our next National Specialty, in 
June, 2016, at Great Western, which is returning to the lovely site that 
was used in the past and which affords the possibility of more on-site 
activities, making some logistics a lot easier. So plan on saving the 
dates now for next year in June and keep yours on the website and 
ATCA messages for upcoming information. Please read up on the fund 
raising efforts for our next Specialty and endeavor to support what you 
can, no matter how big or small. Your participation is truly appreciated 
by those putting on the show and those of us attending will benefit as 
well. If you can help any committee member on the days, please feel 
free to offer to help, maybe you can lift the load for the overburdened 
and make everyone enjoy the days more. 

I would also ask to hear from anyone who wants to volunteer or learn 
more about volunteer opportunities for the Club in general. So many 
Committees would love to have you apprentice and learn and maybe 
take over when you are ready, down the line. We also would like to 
hear about ideas and locations for our future national Specialties; we 
have locations and Chairpersons for 2016 at Great Western and 2017 at 
Purina Farms, as you may remember. For the years 2018 and beyond, 
we are hoping for submissions. You can contact Ida Ellen Weinstock, 
our Specialty Coordinator for your submissions.

We need to look ahead at the future of our breed and ensure our be-
loved breed’s survival! Please feel free to contact me and/or comment 
on anything and everything.
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Corresponding & Recording Secretary Reports 
Corresponding Secretary’s Report 

Marilyn Harban 
Third Quarter 2015

Received notice from AKC that the AKC will make no changes to 
breed historical references in its records, unless there is a formal, 
documented and substantiated request made by the applicable AKC 
Parent Club. Any decision regarding the changes to historical breed 
references will be handled on a case-by-case basis when the request is 
received from a Parent Club. 

The AKC Public Education Department is updating all its Canine Am-
bassador records.  Please contact the Public Education Department if 
you are a Canine Ambassador and are still interested in participating 
in the program and have not yet been contacted. New Abassadors can 
apply to the program on the AKC’s website by clicking on the “Clubs” 
tab on the homepage and then the Public Education link under “Pro-
mote a Club”. New and updated lesson plans and resource materials 
will be released in the fall. 

AKC has established a consistent color for ribbons for NOHS events. •A 
single judge should not be used to do all the NOHS Groups & Best in 
Show. A judge should not be assigned the NOHS Group prior to judg-
ing that same group for the all-breed show. New rules state that there 
must be more than one judge judging the NOHS events. 

Junior Showmanship Master Class Criteria (effective October 7, 2015) 
The eligibility criteria for the Masters Class will be earning 10 Best Ju-
nior Handler awards with competition. Masters Class must be offered 
in all Junion Handler competition. 
 
New Conformation Judging Approval Process to be effective Sep-
tember 1, 2015. Apprentice Trainings involves the prospective breed 
judge observing the judging from inside of the ring. The Mentor and 
Apprentice may discretely discuss the entry during the judging. Those 
seeking Apprentice Training experiences are required to schedule and 
receive consent from the Show Chairman and Mentor Judge prior to 
the opening of the show. 

4-6 Month Beginner Puppy Competition Professional Handler Defini-
tion (effective October 1, 2015) New wording added: Professional 
handlers are defined as any person who belongs or has belonged 
to a professional handlers’ organization, distributed rate cards, or 
otherwise advertised or represented themselves as handling dogs for 
pay within the last five years. Dogs may not be exhibited by current 
assistants and household members of a professional handler. 

Practice Rings at Conformation Events.  Clubs are encouraged to pro-
vide Practice Rings for exhibitors. 

Automated External Defibrillators  Effective September 15, 2015, clubs 
holding group and all-breed conformation events in public facilities 
must identify the location of all onsite automated external defibrilla-
tors (AED).  If the event location does not have onsite AEDs, it is rec-
ommended that clubs request the EMT in attendance provide an AED.  

Received call from  Dan Sayers from Dogs in Review Magazine on 
iconic breeders wanting a high resolution of Nell Fox.  

Received e-mail from lady in Canada wanting to order a grooming CD.  
Directed to Susan Saulvester.

Membership Applications:

Vivien Gilli, Desert Hills, AZ 
Sponsors are Pamela Levy and Kendall Liga 

Dana Kruetzfeldt, Hightstown, NJ
Sponsors Sandra Lassen and Julie Seaton

ATCA members have 30 days from the publication of this edition of 
 The Talkabout to ask questions and/or make comments  

regarding membership applicants.  
Please send any related comments or inquiries  

to the Recording Secretary.  
After that time, the Board will vote on the applicant. 

Recording Secretary’s Report 
Sherrill Yates 

Third Quarter 2015

2015 Annual Board Meeting
Chattanooga Choo Choo Hotel
Chattanooga, Tennessee
September 9, 2015

Board Members Present:  President, Alexa Samarotto; Vice President, 
Darlene Evans; Treasurer, Eileen Cummings; Recording Secretary, Sher-
rill Yates; Corresponding Secretary, Marilyn Harban; Board of Director 
Members:  Sue Bachman, Kerrie Bryan, Celeste Platte, Thalia Rott, Te-
resa Schreeder, and Lisa Violette;  AKC Delegate, William Christensen.  
Board of Director Members absent:  Grace Cartwright and Tammy 
Gaudet.  

The 2015 ATCA Annual Board Meeting was called to order at 9:15 a.m.   

1)  AKC Parent Club Committee’s Self-Assessment Program for  
      Clubs:  Bill Christensen presented the Assessment for discussion.   
       
The Assessment includes:

• Club Organization and Structure
• Membership and Awards
• Education
• Canine Health and Welfare
• Breed Appropriate Events and Functions

After a discussion of the elements of the Assessment, President, Alexa 
Samarotto appointed Bill Christensen to head a Committee to file 
the Assessment for ATCA.  Darlene Evans and Teresa Schreeder were 
also assigned to the Committee.  Board Members will each contribute 
sample assessments for the Committee’s use by the end of October.  

2)   Possible Ways to Improve ATCA were discussed.  See Below:  

• Increase ATCA Membership:  Ways to recruit Aussie pet own-
ers - Include a Pet Corner with relevant articles in the Talkabout; 
include the Trifold and Website info in Breeder’s Puppy Packets; 
and encouraging Breeder’s to stay in close contact with their 
puppy buyers.  
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• Offer a year’s free hardcopy of the Talkabout Magazine to new 
members or to switch to sending all members the Magazine 
instead of email version.  Board felt it was more likely Members 
would read more articles in the hardcopy than they do on the 
computer.  Discussion was held on how to pay for this which 
included a possible dues increase.  Julie Seaton will be asked to 
do a cost study.  

Increase ATCA Membership Involvement:   Ask Committee Chairs to 
submit articles to the Talkabout with a description of the purpose, 
activities, and importance of their Committee and how interested club 
members can help.   
 
3)   Bill Christensen proposed doing a Statistical Analysis of Specific  
       Measurements of our current breeding Aussies over 3 years old  
       for  an up-to-date data sampling:    

President, Alexa Samarotto brought a copy of the Measurement 
Study done in the 1980’s of several Specialty Winners.  The idea is to 
continue with this original study.  

After a discussion, Darlene Evans motioned, Kerrie Bryan seconded 
that beginning at this year’s Specialty, and continuing with ev-
ery other Specialty, the Judge’s Education Committee will offer to 
measure all Special winners over 3 years of age to include BOB, BOS, 
Select Dog, Select Bitch and BOW (if 3 years old or older), if approved 
by their owners.  Measurements will include Head, Shoulders, Height, 
and Length of Loin.  Registration Numbers are to be recorded by the 
Judge’s Committee so as to insure the dogs are only measured once.  
No other identification will be attached to the numbers or data.  The 
Dogs and Bitches will be sampled separately and the Data will be 
posted anonymously on the Website for all Members to use on their 
own.  The motion passed.  
 
4)  Teresa Schreeder, Health Committee Chair, proposed  
       establishing  new CHIC Guidelines:  

During the discussion, it was acknowledged that Breed Referral has 
been managing a separate list on the Website for those breeders that 
maintain their CHIC certification.   

Darlene Evans moved, Thalia Rott seconded, to change the CHIC 
Guidelines for patella luxation to every 3 years instead of a one-time 
test.  The Guidelines will be:    

 1)  Patella luxation – every 3 years 
 2)  OFA eye (formerly CERF) - every 2 years
 3)  OFA Thyroid panel - every 3 years

The motion passed.  

5)   Teresa Schreeder reported up-to-date CHIC and Health Survey  
       numbers as listed below:  

• CHIC published quarterly $80 rebate was started for the first 100 
dogs that started/updated prior CHIC tests after 2010, 65 dogs 
have qualified for the rebate as of Jan 2015 currently at 75 dogs 

• Health survey is up: as of 8/17/15 216 responses 86 males/117 
females  

 
 

6)   Kerrie Bryan gave a Judges’ Education Committee update to  
       include: 

A DVD of the ATCA Power Point Presentation for Judges and copies 
of the Letters to Judges on Color and Tails were given to the Board.  
(The DVD, letters, and Articles:  Judging the Australian Terrier and The 
STANDARD Broken Down can be viewed on the ATCA Website under 
“About the Breed – Judges Education”.)

7)   Eileen Cummings, Treasurer proposed how to improve collect 
       ing Membership Dues by the Deadline:  

Beginning next year, the dues deadline of July 31 will be strictly en-
forced.  A large print notice of the deadline will be added to the Dues 
Notice and reminders will be sent.  See ATCA by-laws section below:  

By-Laws Article I:  Membership, Section 6:  Termination of Member-
ship, (b):  By Lapsing: A membership will be considered as lapsed and 
automatically terminated if such member’s dues remain unpaid thirty 
(30) days after the first day of the fiscal year; however, the Board may 
grant an additional thirty (30) days grace to such delinquent member in 
meritorious cases. In no case may a person be entitled to vote at any Club 
meeting whose dues are unpaid as of the date of that meeting, or as of 
the closing of the polls if a mail ballot. No member may hold office whose 
dues are unpaid.

8)  A New Procedure for Reinstatement of Past Members interested  
      in Rejoining the ATCA:   
Alexa Samarotto proposed establishing  a new procedure.  This item 
was not on the Agenda.  Discussion will continue.    

9)   Eileen Cummings, Treasurer  
– Gave the Treasurer’s Report to the Board.  

10)   Celeste Platte and Marilyn Harban discussed the problems  
          incurred for the Show Chair trying to include Performance  
          Events at National Specialties.  

It was decided that the Performance Committee must take on the 
complete roll of setting up Performance Events now that they have 
been added to the National Specialties.  

Celeste Platte was named the new Performance Committee Chair 
by President Alexa Samarotto.  She will appoint her own committee.  

11)   2016 National Specialty, June 22 – 26, at Great Western, Long  
         Beach, CA:   
  
Alexa Samarotto read an email from Show Chair, Eve Steele listing 
the preliminary schedule for the Specialty next year.  Alexa pointed 
out that the schedule included Futurity and Sweepstakes listed on 
separate days.  Sue Bachman reported that she would like to see them 
on the same day.  Darlene Evans pointed out that there would be two 
separate sweepstakes since at the Great Western Show on Sunday, 
day of the Specialty, a Sweepstakes is automatically included by Great 
Western.  After further discussion, the Board agreed the Futurity and 
ATCA Sweeps should be held on the same day.  Many items are still 
to be determined.  Eve will give details at the ATCA Annual Meeting 
Friday, September 11th and post on the Website later. 
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12)   Darlene Evans proposed expanding the Membership Booklet  
         and posting it on the Website.   
 
After much discussion, the idea did not advance.  

13)   Darlene Evans and Sherrill Yates offered a discussion on how  
         the Recording Secretary reports Ballot results to the Board  
         and whether the reported results should include how each  
         Board Member votes or not:  
 
 After discussion, Sherrill moved, seconded by Kerrie Bryan, that 
all ballot results can be shared except those involving people.  The 
President and Recording Secretary will determine which ballots will 
be deemed secret.   The motion passed.  

14)  Darlene Evans suggested changing the Nominating Committee  
        Rule to say no members on the Committee may appoint them- 
        selves for a Board position:   
 
After discussing, Darlene made a motion, Sue Bachman seconded to 
that effect.  The motion passed.  

The new By-Laws, after AKC approval, will be edited as below:  

Bylaws Article IV, Section 4(a): 
 The Nominating Committee shall nominate, from among the eligible 
members of the Club, one candidate for each office and for each open 
position on the Board of Directors and a candidate for Delegate to 
the American Kennel Club.  The Chairman shall procure the written 
acceptance of each nominee so chosen, along with a brief resume of 
his/her qualifications for the position.  The Committee shall consider 
geographical representation of the membership on the Board to the 
extent that it is practicable to do so.  No member of the Nominating 
Committee may submit their name for office or open position on the 
Board.  (Note:  A Nominating Committee member who wishes to be on 
the slate may step down thus allowing that position to be filled by an 
“alternate” and because they are no longer on the Nominating Com-
mittee are eligible for nomination).   The Committee shall submit its 
slate of candidates to the Recording Secretary by September 1st.  The 
Recording Secretary shall mail the list, including the full name of each 
candidate and the name of the state in which he/she resides, as well 
as a brief biographical resume prepared by each nominee, to each 
Regular and Lifetime Member of the Club on or before September 
20th, so that additional nominations may be made if they so desire.  
Junior, Foreign and Honorary Members are ineligible to hold office or 
in any way participate in the election process.  
 
15)  Recording Secretary, Sherrill Yates suggested the following  
        “housekeeping” items:  

• Change Annual Committee Reports are due January 31 of each 
year instead of December 31.  Kerrie Bryan made the motion, 
Darlene Evans seconded.  The motion passed.

• Change the way the AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award 
from “mailing information with the Judges’ List” to the President 
will have the Webmaster send out a request for nominations a 
month before the Specialty.  Any member can nominate any 
member in good standing by sending the name along with a 
short testimonial to the ATCA President.  The nominees will be 
voted on by those members in good standing in attendance at 
the Annual Membership Meeting.  Teresa Schreeder so moved, 
seconded by Darlene Evans.  The motion passed.  

 

• Suggested the Judges’ List with Ballot and the Nominating Com-
mittee Slate should be emailed to members instead of mailed via 
USPS except to those without email accounts.  After discussing, 
Darlene Evans made a motion, seconded by Teresa Schreeder 
that the Nominating Committee Slate and Judges’ List with Ballot 
be posted on the Website, but a hard copy of the Judge’s Selec-
tion Ballot be mailed to ATCA Members for their convenience.   
The motion passed.  

• Suggested changing the notice of the paragraph at the bottom 
of the Annual Dues Notice regarding Member’s email, which cur-
rently says:  

IMPORTANT!  Please check here if you want to receive annual membership 
dues notices, meeting notices and special notices by email.  Please sign 
here to confirm:  _______________________   
 

Change to say, if you do not want to receive annual membership dues 
notices, meeting notices and special notices by email.  Please sign here to 
confirm:  ______________________________   
 
Kerrie Bryan made the motion, seconded by Lisa Violette.   
The motion passed.  

16)  ATCA President, Alexa Samarotto appointed Teresa Schreeder,  
        Lisa Violette and herself to be Judge’s Ballot Tabulators.  

The 2015 ATCA Annual Board Meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m.  

ATCA Board of Directors’ activities since last Talkabout  
Report:  

Board Approved:  Nominating Committee:  Teresa Schreeder, Chair; 
Barb Curtis and Kendall Liga, Committee Members; Sandra Weigle and 
Angie Bly, Alternates.    

Board Approved:  Barb Curtis to use the TOPS scoring system to 
present the top scoring Aussie a $25 Award.  She also gave $10 Aussie 
Store gift certificates to the Aussie with the highest qualifying score in 
each class.  

Board Approved:  AKC Medallions for the AKC/Eukanuba National 
Championship to be held December 12 & 13, 2015 in Orlando, Florida
Nominating Committee Slate:   

AKC Delegate:   
                  William Christensen, CA
Corresponding Secretary:  
                  Julie Seaton, WI
Board Members:   
                  Sue Bachman, CA
                  Hollie Bamford, NC
                  Jeanne Popovits, AZ
                  Teresa Schreeder, CA 

By-Laws Article IV, Section 4 (b):  Additional nominations of eligible 
members may be made by written petition addressed to and received 
at the Recording Secretary’s regular address on or before October 
31st.  Such petitions must be signed by five (5) members and accom-
panied by the written acceptance of each such additional nominee 
signifying his/her willingness to be a candidate and a brief resume 
of his/her qualifications for the office.  Except for the position of Del-
egate, no person shall be a candidate for more than one position.  
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(c):  If no valid additional nominations are received by the Recording 
Secretary on or before October 31st, the Nomination Committee’s 
slate shall be declared elected.  

Two new members were approved: 

Joy Miller
1154 W. Lenora Way
San Tan Valley, AZ  85140-9839
602-616-0277
Jmille8289@mchsi.com

Erin McGlynn
Box 591
Alder Flats, Alberta 
TOC OAO Canada
780-898-1123
acebreeders@hotmail.com
Kennel:  Ace Breeders

Membership Corrections for Roster:

Rose Parker, Room 158
Comox Valley Seniors Village
4640 Headquarters Road
Courtenay BC V9N 7J3 Canada

Rosaleee Nakatsu change in email:  Knrnakatsu@gmail.com
 
Brooklyn Fitzsimmons
4403 North Warwick Road
Martinsville, IN  46151

Anthony Janson
2600 Appling Drive, Apt 202
Mount Pleasant, SC  29464

Margaret Reignier
Phone:  920-619-0560; landline dropped

Early 2015 ROM Certificates meant to be handed out at the National 
Banquet (but were forgotten by me – to be mailed!).  
The official report will be published in the Talkabout #1 2016.   

DAM OF MERIT EXCELLENT:  
Ch. Ryba’s CoCo Chanel   
Sue Bachman & Teresa Schreeder, Breeder/Owner 
  
SIRE OF MERIT EXCELLENT:   
GCh, Ch. Black Back Firefly  
Mervi Chydenius, Breeder
Pamela C Levy, Owner 

DAM OF MERIT: 
Ch. Johmanda’s Wima Wundurra Ku’a  
Kim Floyd, Breeder/Owner 
  

2015 Annual Membership Meeting
Chattanooga Choo Choo Hotel
Chattanooga, Tennessee
September 11, 2015

President Alexa Samarotto called the 2015 Annual Membership Meet-
ing to order @ 8:30 p.m.  

Alexa thanked Marilyn Harban, 2015 Specialty Show Chair, and her 
team for putting on a great Specialty.  

Alexa thanked our Judges:
• Futurity, Marilyn Harban
• Sweepstake, Michael Koss
• Specialty, Linda More
• Performance, John & Carol Mett

Alexa congratulated all of the winners at the Futurity, Sweepstakes, 
and National Specialty.  

Alexa gave highlights of the Annual Board Meeting held September 9 
in Chattanooga.  (See Board Minutes for Details)  Those included: 

• AKC Parent Club Self-Assessment Program for Clubs will be done 
by a Committee with Board involvement.  

• New CHIC Guideline Changes.  Teresa Schreeder, Health Chair, 
gave details.  

• Dues Deadline next year will be strictly enforced with additional 
reminders added.  

• Performance Committee will handle future Performance Events 
at our National Specialties.  Celeste Platte has been named the 
new Performance Committee Chair.  

• Board voted a Nominating Committee change to say that the 
members of the Nominating Committee cannot appoint them-
selves for a Board position.  If a Committee Member wishes to be 
appointed, they may step down from the Committee and one of 
the alternates will be added.  

Eve Steele, Specialty Chair, gave an overview of the 2016 National Spe-
cialty at Great Western, Long Beach, CA June 22 – 26, and handed out 
“Hold the Date” cards.  More details will come later and be sent email 
and posted on the Website.  

Sue Bachman, Futurity Chair, thanked Judge, Marilyn Harban and 
presented her with two bottles of California wine and a Medallion.  
Sue reported that this is the 2nd year for having Futurity competi-
tion.  At the next National Specialty at Great Western, the Futurity and 
ATCA Sweeps will be held on the same day prior to the National Show.  
The National Specialty Show will be held on Sunday.  Sweepstakes 
is always included in that Sunday show at Great Western; therefore, 
our Aussies will have two separate Sweepstakes they can enter.  Sue 
reported that after next year, the Futurity Committee will evaluate the 
interest to determine whether to continue.  She congratulated the 
Futurity winners, Julie Seaton, owner of Best Bitch in Futurity; Teresa 
Schreeder and herself, owner of Best Dog in Futurity.  

Ann Roache, current Performance Chair, thanked Celeste Platte, Sherry 
Cooper and Thalia Rott for stepping up to steward at the Performance 
Events this weekend.  She also reported that Heather Owens was the 
Highest Combined Scorer.  

Celeste Platte reported that 6 Aussies handlers attempted and passed 
the Canine Good Citizenship test.  She and Sherry Cooper generously 
provided the supplies and their time for free and made $60 for the 
Club.  Alexa thanked Celeste and Sherry and congratulated the recipi-
ents of the Awards.  

Susan Saulvester gave Performance Awards to recipients.  

Alexa Samarotto handed out ROM Awards previously posted in the 
Talkabout.  
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Whether you’re a prospective owner researching a breed or an expe-
rienced breeder, handler, or judge involved in that breed for decades, 
there is no better place to learn than the breed’s national specialty 
show -- or, simply, “the national.”

Usually held annually by the breed’s national parent club, the national 
is more than just a dog show; it’s where dedicated fans of the breed 
meet together year after year, sharing their knowledge and passion 
and bringing their best dogs to compete against excellent specimens 
of the breed from other parts of the country.

In addition to the conformation classes, the national typically offers 
other events such as obedience and agility, as well as breed-specific 
performance venues such as earthdog or field trials, herding tests and 
trials, lure coursing, or draft tests.

As with any dog show, the point of the conformation classes is 
determination of the best breeding stock to continue the breed — 
and this point is taken nowhere more seriously than at the national. 
The national offers a look at the state of the breed and where it’s 
going.

A class win at the national can be a high point of a dog person’s year, 
and a Best of Breed or Best in Sweepstakes win can be the crowning 
glory of a long history in the breed.

But the beauty of the national goes beyond the glory of winning, 
whether hoped-for or achieved. To a dedicated fan of the breed, 
nothing matches the experience of seeing a ringful of those dogs that 
are so pleasing to your eye, wonderfully presented at their best and 
gathered together in a number that you don’t see anywhere else dur-
ing the year. If you love that breed, it’s positively heart-stirring.

The national is the best place in the world to spend time with others 
who share your interest. There is no better opportunity to learn from 
others about the breed, whether ringside or at the breakfast buffet 
where everyone meets bleary-eyed after walking and feeding dogs 
and before launching into grooming. 

Most parent clubs hold their national in different parts of the country 
from year to year. If you are seeking in-depth knowledge of a breed, 
look up the breed’s parent club and find out when and where the next 
national will be, and try to attend.

Reprinted with Permission 2015 
www.akc.org

Alexa Samarotto listed the following judges who were selected via 
ballot by the Membership for future Specialties.  Judges listed in order 
of number of votes:   

• Connie Clark
• Diane Fenton
• Pat Hastings
• Wood Wornall
• James Reynolds
• Vanda Huber 
• Bruce Schwartz
• Beth Sweigart
• Kenneth Kauffman
• Peter Green

AKC Good Sportsmanship Award was given to Jane Tenor after a vote 
by the members present.  Jane made a few remarks thanking the 
Membership for the honor.  

Kreg Hill, Chairman of AusTTrust, thanked everyone who had con-
tributed to the AusTTrust and become Friends of the Trust.  He listed 
the many ways the AusTTrust has provided funds for Education and 
Health studies for our Australian Terriers and their owners.  

On behalf of Australian Terrier Rescue, Darlene Evans presented Susan 
Saulvester with a wooden Plaque recognizing her 26 years of dedica-
tion and support to Rescue, our Breed and Club.   Susan thanked 
everyone for the honor.  

Meeting was adjourned at 9:10 p.m.  

SPECIALTY WELL WISHES 

With most sincere regrets we acknowledge that these “Well Wishes” 
purchased  by our Specialty Supporters were not published in the 

Catalog due to an omission by Onofrio.  
They did print one ”Well Wishes” as a page ad.  

We will be refunding all others their $5.00.
 We apologize for this omission to our catalog.

The submissions to be included in our catalog are:

Good Luck and Happy Winning!
If you don’t win SMILE! You are surrounded by wonderful dogs 

- Barbara Calhoun

Remembering the SERINDIPPERS and our time in the ring! 
We loved the dance.  

- Barbara Calhoun

Good Luck to: Debbie, June, Janet and Joanie.    
They have been my “Support System” in my time of grief.   

- Phyllis Knight

Wishing a great Specialty to all my West Coast friends. 
Jill Faulmann and Auseret Little Yellow Jacket CDX RAE “Sting” 

and in memory of Tattercoats Kuranda Warrior UDX2 RAE “Mikey”

In loving memory of my BIS mother and daughter Singer and Diva. 
- Debra Sharp

What’s “Special” About 
Specialties?

 By Arliss Paddock
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C                                             CANINE HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER 
    
PARENT CLUB REPORTING: AUSTRALIAN TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA   
CHIC NUMBERS ISSUED OR UPDATED: Q2 & 3 2015    
     

Animal                                                                               Date            New / Update    CHIC #               Reg #                        Owner

HEALTH INCIDENT REPORT

LONGEVITY REPORT
MN- 9yr old to DM
NC-14 yr old seizures, DM, Cushings

Aristas Enchanted At Jovi
Jovi’s Calm Before The Storm
Tak-A Chance Miss Sophie Tucker
Arista’s Titanium Dl
Araluen’s Catch A Sunbeam
Temora American Maid
Aussome’s Just The Ticket
Dunham Lake I Don’t Give A Damn
Shastakin Jr’s Royal Dancer
Tekoah & Wagddog Comin’ Round Again
Enomis Aussie Xfactor
Temora Bacon’s Bitz

04/03/2015
04/03/2015
06/05/2015
06/05/2015
06/25/2015
08/13/2015
08/06/2015
08/13/2015
08/27/2015
09/03/2015
09/17/2015
09/24/2015

NEW
NEW 
NEW 
NEW 
NEW

UPDATE
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

104297
104298
105813
105814
106314
99303
107156
107321
107598
107815
108077
108314

RN21719303
RN25621801
RN17212406
RN25723801
RN23908704
RN24339702
RN23571201
RN25723802
RN25834601
RN22880301
RN27893801
RN27342005

Vivien Gilli
Vivien Gilli
Susan M. Saulvester
Pamela Levy
Angie Cross Bly
Julie Seaton & Zane Smith
Sharan Grib & Michelle Bell
C Chapman & T Goiffon
A Mcgroarty & F & M Mcgroarty
Lori Gutzwiller & Paul Croall
M Mann  & T Goiffon
Julie Seaton

DON’T MISS OUT being in the top 100 CHIC!
The first 100 dogs get an $80 rebate from ATCA once their CHIC #’s are posted 

Any questions regarding CHIC please contact Teresa Schreeder Via email  
Pete128@earthlink.net

Health Updates - Teresa Schreeder, Health Committee
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REPORT OF THE AKC DELEGATE
Delegate’s Report for Meeting of 7-8 June

 2015 Newark, New Jersey 
William I. Christensen, MD, MPH, Delegate

Since delegate committee meetings are held simultaneously, the 
committee meeting which I always try to attend are the Canine Health 
committee, of which I am now a member, and the Parent Club Committee.   
My report is not intended to be an official report of the business 
conducted by the various delegate committees or by the official Delegate 
Meeting.  Summaries of the minutes for all meetings are posted on the 
AKC website.  If you need the full official minutes for a particular delegate 
committee meeting or a transcript of the actual Delegates Meeting, I can 
access these and forward them to you.

Delegates Meeting:

Chairman Ronald H. Menaker reported on the results of a March sur-
vey regarding spending by exhibitors.   This is to result in an updated 
version of the Economic Benefits of Dog Shows.  Last year, there were 
more than 19,000 AKC events and over 3 million entries, including 
230,000 dogs and 200,000 human participants.  84,000 participants 
were queried and 14,000 (17%) responded.  One-forth traveled more 
than 20 times a year for dog-related events.  The average was 12 
times/year.  Most traveled more than 100 miles and spend 2-3 nights 
before returning home.  Confirmation events produced the largest 
amounts of spending.  Average gas cost was$140/trip.  Clubs spent 
an average of $9000/event and more than 1/3 hired a person from 
the community to help.  Estimates are that more than $1.5 billion are 
spend annually.

Michael Liosis, who was hired by AKC 45 years ago as a part time file 
clerk and who is now head of compliance, was honored for his years of 
devoted service to the dog fancy.

The financial report indicated that dog registration had increased 1% 
since last year at 214,000 and litter registration had decreased 1% at 
86.000.  Total revenues were up and expenses down with a return on 
investments of 2.8%.  Total AKC assets are $136 million, with $116.8 in 
unrestricted assets.

Julian Prager, a delegate who is now working with the USDA on refine-
ments to the Animal Welfare Act, requests that members of the fancy 
submit to him instances of the interstate transfer of pets from one 
shelter to another as well as imports to shelters from overseas placed 
for resale.  (julian.d.prager@usda.org)

Canine Health Committee:

The current epidemic of canine influenza seems to have spread from 
the Chicago area, perhaps carried there from Korea by dogs rescued 
from the dog-meat trade.  Confirmation judges have been instructed 
to let exhibitors “show the bite.”  This type of “canine cough syndrome” 
can cause serious illness but is not usually fatal.  A diagnostic cheek 
swab PCR test is available to veterinarians.  Check CDC.org under “dog 
flu” for more information.  

No information is yet available from Ohio State, which was recipient 
of a grant from the Canine Health Foundation for a review of current 
veterinary literature leading to a summary of best practices for pre-
venting the spread of canine infections at AKC events.  The plan was to 
incorporate this information into the Rules for Dog Shows.

Breeders have been asked to look at the information available to them 
on the AKC health “micro-site,” AKC.org/health.   Since launching of the 
new AKC website in February, there has been a twenty-fold increase in 
traffic to that website.  This includes portions of Claudia Waller Orlan-
di’s seminar, ABC’s of Breeding.  The educational programs are primar-
ily directed at the 82% of purebred dog breeders who are not part of 
the dog fancy and who are interested in certified as HEART breeders, a 
program parallel to the Breeder of Merit program open to those who 
participate in the fancy.  Apart from educational requirements, the 
other components of the HEART program are kennel inspections to 
insure compliance with the AKC Care and Conditions policy as well as 
a health testing requirement.  Unless the pertinent AKC parent club 
has requested otherwise, that club’s CHIC health requirements will be 
used.  

Of possible concern is a project at the Perdue Center for Animal 
Welfare Science aimed at developing “standards for dog breeders.”  
This project began in August 2014 and is heavily funded by HSUS.  
Members of the fancy are being asked to keep a watchful eye on this 
project although I was unable to find any information about it on their 
website.

The response of veterinary students to the offer of scholarships 
enabling them to attend the Parent Club Health Conference in St. 
Louis, 7-9 August 2015, has been somewhat disappointing.  Veterinary 
school deans are being contacted to insure that students are being 
made aware of this opportunity.

The most appropriate age for spay/neuter has yet to be determined.  It 
is clear that early age (prior to first heat cycle/puberty) is not desirable 
for medium and large dogs.  There is an on-going study of longevity in 
Rottweilers relative to this issue.  At present, the AKC position is that, if 
spay/neuter is to be performed, it is a decision which should be made 
by the breeder/owner in consultation with a veterinarian.

Presentation by Canine Health Foundation at The Forum by Susan Lilly, 
CEO, and Samantha Wright, Program Officer, at the 20th Anniversary 
of the Foundation.

The Canine Health Foundation model presumes that human and 
veterinary medicine are complementary.  Purina has contributed $13 
million to the CHF, $230,000 from the ProPlan rebate program in 2014 
alone.  The CHF has spent $500,000 on the Bloat Initiative and, since 
1995, has spent more than $1.5 million in hemangiosarcoma research, 
which 75 parent clubs have listed as one of their main 3 health con-
cerns.  Dr. Ben Hart at UC Davis is currently studying the correlation 
between early spay/neuter and lymphosarcoma and hemangiosarco-
ma.  A grant has been issued to Jan A. Mil, Ph.D., University of Utrecht, 
for the development of a better test for hypothyroidism in dogs.  
Compared to human test for thyroid function, canine tests are much 
less accurate, and it is thought that hypothyroidism is currently over-
diagnosed.  Several oncology grants have been awarded for the study 
of mast cell tumors and mammary tumors.  The only diabetes study 
currently in progress is that by Dr. Aaron Redfern-Alder, a research 
fellow at Iowa State University.   In speaking with Samantha Wright I 
learned that only 3 parent clubs have identified diabetes as a problem 
in their breeds.  Since ATCA is one of those, it may be productive to 
learn more about the Iowa State research program.
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Parent Clubs Committee:

The new judges’ approval process will be voted on by the AKC Board 
on 06/09/2015.  750 comments were received regarding the first draft 
and 140 comments regarding the second draft.  

Those clubs wishing to receive a break-down of registration statistics 
for their breeds according to color must submit this request to the 
AKC on their official club stationery and signed by the corresponding 
secretary.

A proposal that “low-entry” breeds, such as ours, be awarded points 
based on the number of class dogs of both sexes was rejected by the 
AKC Board based on AKC staff recommendations.

Since the first check was received for the Pet Disaster Relief Trailer in 
September 2013, almost $1 million has been donated, $250,000 of this 
from AKC Reunite.  24 trailers have been delivered, 11 are being built, 
and funds are currently being raised for an addition 16.

A proposal by the AKC Board that dogs entered in puppy classes ages 
4-12 months be awarded points leading to a Certificate of Merit, which 
would require 15 such points and would also result in the awarding 
of one regular conformation point, was referred to the Delegate body 
for consideration.  This proposal was stimulated by the data that the 
number of unique/individual dogs entered in all conformation classes 
has fallen by 24% in the past 10 years, and the number of unique/in-
dividual dogs entered in the puppy conformation classes has fallen by 
37% in the past 10 years.  

All-Breed Clubs Committee:

The booklet concerning the conduct of event hearings at shows is 
being revised.  For those clubs hosting dog-related but non-AKC 
events, such as dock-diving, clubs were reminded that the “outside” 
event organizers were responsible for conduct within the area of that 
activity but that the host club was responsible for conduct in common 
areas, such as parking lots. 

On a personal note, I was disappointed to learn that Shila Nordone, 
Chief Science Officer for the Canine Health Foundation, and Chris 
Walker, AKC Communications Director, had both departed to “pursue 
other opportunities.”  Our club, especially Marilyn Harban, as Corre-
sponding Secretary, and I, as Delegate, had been working closely with 
both of these individuals and will miss them.

Summaries of the minutes for this Delegate’s Meeting are posted on 
the AKC website.  

If you need full minutes, I can access those.  If you have any questions, 
please contact me at: wchrist367@aol.com

2014-2015 Versatility Awards   
presented Sept 2015 in Chattanooga

VERSATILITY

CH Blue Moon N Mytime Poppin’ In  Phoenix CD BN RE CGC 
owned by Celeste Platte

CH Zantoka Kyra Angel Hope CD BN RN
owned by Mary E Freeman

CH Tak- A Chance Song Sung Bleu RE NA NAJ BN CGC
owned by Susan Saulvester

CH Auseret Bodacious CD RN CA                                       
owned by Teresa L. Cleland  

VERSATILITY EXCELLENT

Dreamtime Hocus Pocus  CDX RAE THD CGCA
owned by Patricia Goshorn

2014 HENDERSON  OBEDIENCE  AWARDS

Novice Obedience - average score 194.3
CH Auseret Bodacious   CD                          
owned by Teresa Cleland
                                                                                   
Open Obedience - average score 193.8
Dreamtime Hocus Pocus CDX RE THD CGCA
owned by Patricia Goshorn

Utility
Christhill Azucar UD RA
owned by Karen Smith
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AKC Communications   
AKC Launches New Program Promoting 

Breeder Education and Health Checks
The American Kennel Club will help breeders be more successful with 
the start of a new program that makes available on-line educational 
materials and marketing support for participants.

AKC Bred with H.E.A.R.T. stands for Health, Education, Accountability, 
Responsibility, and Tradition. Preparing breeders to produce healthy, 
excellent examples of their breeds is the program’s goal.

The Bred with H.E.A.R.T. website features the latest information in 
genetics, breeding practices, and anatomy. Breeders have the great 
opportunity to take online courses by renowned breeder Claudia 
Orlandi Ph.D., who shared her two books, ABC’s of Dog Breeding and 
Practical Canine Anatomy & Movement.

Orlandi’s incredible career in purebred dogs includes breeding some 
of the top Basset Hounds in the country with her late husband, Dom 
Orlandi, under the Topsfield kennel prefix. She has been honored as 
the AKC Breeder of the Year; she is a judge and former chairman of the 
Breeders/Judges Education Committee for the Basset Hound Club of 
America. She often travels the country, sharing her vast knowledge of 
breeding as a speaker at seminars and symposiums.

“Knowledge is power in all phases of our lives!” Orlandi said. “The 
more a breeder knows about the science of breeding healthy dogs 
the more they can control canine genetic diseases in their breeding 
programs.”

All breeders can study the material in Orlandi’s books at no charge on 
the AKC Bred with H.E.A.R.T. website. They also can opt to be tested on 
the materials and receive a course completion certificate upon pass-
ing the examinations.

The AKC Bred with H.E.A.R.T. website will include other educational 
material to help breeders, including those just getting started. Cours-
es include Breeding Basics and Care & Feeding of the Breeding Bitch.

The program strongly promotes responsible breeding through health 
testing. The site will include a list of all Parent Club recommendations 
for health testing for their given breeds.

“What I like about the Bred with H.E.A.R.T program is that it gives 
breeders a path to follow and motivates and helps them chart a 
course towards an improved breeding program with an emphasis on 
good health,” Orlandi said. “I also feel it encourages breeders to share 
thoughts and talk more openly about health problems, which is abso-
lutely critical to good breeding.”

Breeders can choose to enroll and become an AKC Bred with H.E.A.R.T. 
breeder if they meet the requirements of having registered at least 
one litter with AKC within the past five years and being in good stand-
ing with AKC. They also must agree to the following:

• Certify that applicable health screens are performed on breeding 
stock as recommended by the respective AKC Parent Club and be 
prepared to supply proof of such compliance upon request 

• Comply with the AKC Care and Conditions Policy, including 
inspection(s) by the American Kennel Club or its duly authorized 
representative 

• Comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regu-
lations regarding the ownership and maintenance of dogs 

• Complete AKC-approved and/or AKC-provided continuing 
breeder education courses annually 

• Complete the online application process and pay an annual fee 
of $25 per breed

The AKC rewards breeders who take the pledge with benefits includ-
ing use of the Bred with H.E.A.R.T. program logo on AKC dog regis-
tration applications; breed-specific web banners for the breeder’s 
website; search result preference in AKC On-Line Breeder Classifieds; 
$5 litter registration coupon; discounted microchips; and $35 in an-
nual credit for online reports.

But the best benefit is the access to the priceless information on 
breeding, anatomy, and genetics found in Orlandi’s books. The books 
break down the complex topics into easy-to-understand language 
with illustrations and photographs.

“Several years ago I had a conversation with the late great George 
Padgett, author of Control of Canine Genetic Diseases, in which we 
were discussing…the importance of keeping things simple in terms of 
breeder education, and he said, ‘Claudia, if breeders only knew that by 
applying a few important, easy-to-understand genetic principles they 
could have a lot more control over not only conformation but also 
diseases in their breeding programs,’” Orlandi said.

“These simple, important genetic principles as well as key anatomy 
features for developing an eye for a dog, are the points of departure in 
the ABC’s of Dog Breeding and Practical Canine Anatomy & Movement 
education programs. By understanding and applying these straight 
forward scientific concepts, my hope is that breeders participating 
in the Bred with H.E.A.R.T education program will be able to more 
consistently produce healthy and happier dogs.”

Reprinted with Permission 2015 
American Kennel Club,
www.akc.org
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etter from the EditorL
I had something written up for this issue longgg ago, but after 
the National Specialty show, I knew that I had to write some-
thing different instead.

The day before the National, I was walking my dogs at 3am 
when I fell and gashed my leg in the parking lot of the hotel 
we were staying at. I then fell on one of my dogs and when she 
yelped, the rest went in for the ‘we will be happy to put you out 
of your misery’ kill.

So gashed leg and dog fight later, went to the front desk, got a 
bandage (it was a big one) walked back to my room and went 
to bed. Just another day at the office, or so I thought!

I woke up to my Dexcom G4 beeping at me that my blood sugar 
was low, so pulled the covers off and my bed looked like a crime 
scene! So I pick up the phone to call the front desk as I knew 
right then I was in trouble and needed help, no dial tone.

My cell phone was across the room plugged in so I said to my-
self, ‘ok, we are gonna make a mess,’ which I did.

I called Marilyn Harban and asked her to get security as they 
were always around transporting people, then I hobbled to my 
entrance door and knocked on the door next to mine which 
happened to be Eva Campbell’s room. She came right in and 
started helping and organized things. I also saw Peter Zupan 
coming out of his room and called him over. Before you know it 
I had ATCA member doctors and nurses in my room, paramed-
ics, my parents (they were there for a couple of days). We had 
enough people for a party! 

Everyone took one look at the bloody bed and leg and asked 
what they could do to help. My 4 dogs were walked again (sepa-
rately) and then taken into member’s rooms and cared for while 
I was in the ER getting 14 stitches in my leg. Thank you Rita 
Farmer for convincing me I needed to go to the ER and Mary 
Ellis who was my personal doctor all weekend long keeping an 
eye on my leg and constantly checking for infection (which did 
happen of course, Murphy’s Law and Murphy LOVES me!)

I had plans that day to work on grooming several dogs and  
Teresa Schreeder took them all and got the dogs groomed for 
the show that was to start the following day. She dropped  
everything she was doing to step in and help and I can not 
thank her enough!

People stepped forward ALL WEEKEND LONG to help care for 
my dogs and to help me get the things done for the National. 
People checked in constantly to see how I was doing, to yell at 
me if I was on my feet to much and if my leg looked to much like 
a tree stump because I was not following doctors orders. (It has 
been dubbed Frankenleg).

Much like a family, we do not always get along, we disagree, 
we argue, we get mad at each other, we make up, argue some 
more (seems to be a ‘girl’ thing) but when the chips are down all 
is forgotten and everyone comes together to help out. That is 
EXACTLY what happened during National week and I have seen 
it time and time again within this club. 
 
So to all of you, THANK YOU for the help and the concern, the 
telling me to get off my leg, to sit down to take it easy. I still have 
ugly leg syndrome and will for a while. No doubt I will have a 
scar, but it will be a lasting momenta to an otherwise wonderful 
weekend with friends, family & colleagues.

Hug your Aussie tonight and every night!

Julie Seaton
Editor
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Cover Story......

GCH CH Ryba’s Razmataz & All That Jazz CA CAA
CH Ryba’s Twentieth Century Limited x CH Ryba’s Beyond A Doubt

Bred by Sue Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
Owned and shown by Barbel Post

Roxie has the feisty, natural energetic and dedicated disposition of a Terrier along with a wonder-
ful loving personality.
She has the heart of a lion and hunts with great enthusiasm, woe is her prey.

Some of her show Highlights:
Received her first 3 point major second day of showing under Fred Bassett in July 2013
At the Nationals in Longmont CO she was RWB under Mr. Robert Paust June 1, 2014
She became a Champion under Mrs. Judith A Franklin July 26, 2014
She earned 14 GCH points, a 4 point and two 5 point majors at the Woofstock show, Vallejo CA
June 2015
 
Roxie became a Grand Champion with a Best of Breed and 5 point major under Dr. Edna K. 
Martin July 24, 2015

Her other accomplishments include three group 1 OHG under judges Mrs. Sharon Masnick Au-
gust 14, 2014, Mr. John P. Wade May 2, 2015 and Mr. Jason Hoke May 3, 2015

Roxie has earned other OH group wins, she was # 5 OH Australian Terrier. She received an 
invitation to Eukanuba for the December 2014 show and as of this writing she is # 4 OH Austra-
lian Terrier for 2015*. (*AKC stats  July 2015)

She completed 10 qualifying CAT runs giving her a CA and a CAA title in Coursing Ability Test
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I had bred, raised and showed horses in the past but didn’t know any-
thing about dog showing, not a clue. I gave it some thought and six 
months later decided to take some conformation classes.  We started 
showing July 2013, she was 15 mo. old.  I also became a member of 
the ATCA organization about April 2014. During the last 2 some years 
I have met and made friends with some wonderful, kind, friendly and 
very helpful show people, including the Australian Terrier group in 
Colorado last year. That was an amazing experience, which I plan to 
continue. 

Roxie is an absolute joy in our home and we love her dearly. She is 
such fun to watch, has us laughing often, to tears at times and has 
an abundance of affection. It has been an amazing journey. She and 
I have started learning agility, have gone to and completed 10 CAT 
tests, for her CA and CAA title and she has her first qualifier in Barn 
Hunt. Roxie has accomplished this along with her Champion title in 
July 2014 and her Grand Champion title July 2015. My husband and I 
are very proud of our girl, GCH CH Ryba’s Razmataz & All That Jazz CA 
CAA. She may be small in stature but a lion at heart and as a friend 
mentioned, she hasn’t done bad as a pet.   

I was introduced to the Australian Terrier through my son who lives 
in California, about 6 years ago. He was researching for a dog for my 
granddaughter and his family, and liked the looks and characteristics 
of the breed. He found Teresa (Petie) Shreeder and Sue Bachman from 
Ryba’s Australian Terriers, located an hour from their house and they 
had one 4 month old puppy available. They went and looked at the 
puppy, it must have been love at first sight, and Daisy adopted them.  I 
met Daisy at Christmas that year and we became great “buds”. I adored 
her and this breed, such enthusiasm and joy to be around people. 

Petie and Sue showed Daisy and she became a Champion. When she 
was old enough she was bred and had seven adorable puppies in April 
2012. My son thought my husband and I should have one of them. 
That opened up another whole chapter in our lives especially mine.  It 
was time for my annual visit for my granddaughter’s birthday in May 
and my husband decided to join me. We met Petie and Sue for the first 
time while looking at the puppies. I had already decided I wanted a 
girl and there were 3.  The decision was tough, they were all so cute, 
but Roxie as she is called, ran right to me and was particularly eager 
to be with me.  My husband mentioned several times I should pick a 
puppy that would not be a show dog. I was looking for an affectionate 
pet and since she was the runt of the litter I thought she might stay 
small. In June we brought her home to Michigan and our lives have 
never been the same. 

Training was easy, she was so smart, and then a couple of months 
later, as I call it, the terrible twos came about or is it that terrier inde-
pendence. I have had many dogs in my life, but never a terrier and was 
told their enthusiasm and spontaneity could easily be ruined. Petie 
suggested I take her to see Sheila Dunn here in MI. In October we took 
Roxie to Sheila’s, she looked at her and told us there weren’t any real 
problems and, by the way, pet; my behind!!!!, Well not the exact word 
she used, this is a show dog and you should be showing her.

Meet the Member
We would like to introduce you to the owner of the dog on the cover of the current issue.  

This month, our cover was reserved by Barbel Post, a member of the ATCA since  2014 
Thank you for sharing with us!
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Health Scoop
Health Risks in Overweight or Obese Dogs
Veterinary Services Department, Drs. Foster & Smith

Increased Surgical And Anesthetic Risk
The effects of obesity on the heart and lungs have serious ramifica-
tions during anesthesia. Cardiac arrest (heart stops) and poor circula-
tion of oxygenated blood to the tissues can occur.

Many of the anesthetics are taken up by fat, so an overweight animal 
will take longer to come out of anesthesia because the anesthetic 
must be removed from the fat by the body. In addition, many an-
esthetics are broken down by the liver. A fatty liver may not be as 
efficient at breaking down anesthetics and other drugs, so again, 
recovery may be delayed.

The increased fat in the tissues makes surgery more difficult. Basically 
it is harder to find or get at what you are looking for. The fat obscures 
the surgical area. For example, in abdominal surgery in an obese dog, 
there may be literally inches of fat between where the skin incision is 
made and the organ you need to work on, such as the urinary bladder. 
This makes the surgery technically more difficult and the procedure 
will also take longer, which again increases the anesthetic risk.

Decreased immune function
Obesity in the dog is associated with decreased resistance to viral 
and bacterial infections. Canine distemper and Salmonella infections, 
especially, seem to be more severe in dogs who are overweight. The 
exact cause(s) of this lowered resistance to disease in obese dogs is 
unknown.

Skin And Hair Coat Problems
The risk of skin and hair coat diseases are increased in dogs who are 
overweight. The skin forms more and different types of oils, the skin 
may fold in on itself creating pockets, which are ideal for the accumu-
lation of oils and the development of infections.

Increased Risk Of Cancer
The exact link between obesity and developing certain cancers is un-
known. However, there have been studies which suggest that obese 
dogs tend to have an increased risk of developing certain types of 
cancers, including a particular type of cancer of the urinary bladder. A 
recent study also found that dogs who were obese at one year of age 
were at greater risk of developing mammary tumors.

Decreased Quality And Length Of Life
It is evident from the above discussion that the health, ability to play, 
even to breathe, are diminished in overweight dogs. Overweight 
dogs may become more irritable due to being hot, in pain, or simply 
uncomfortable. Overweight dogs die at a younger age than those 
maintained at an optimum weight.

It is clear that we are not contributing positively to our dog’s health 
when we allow them to become overweight. The next time those big 
brown eyes say, ‘Can I please have a treat,’ think very carefully first. In 
most cases, your answer should be ‘No, and I’m doing this for your own 
good,’ and it will be absolutely true.

Reprinted with Permission 2015 
www.peteducation.com

As in people, dogs carrying extra pounds of weight place extra demands 
on virtually all the organs of their bodies. When we overload these organs, 
disease and sometimes death are the consequences. The health risks to 
overweight dogs are serious and every dog owner should be aware of 
them. The more common consequences of obesity in dogs are discussed 
below.

Diabetes Mellitus (sugar diabetes)
One of the most common complications of obesity in dogs is the 
development of diabetes mellitus (sugar diabetes). Obesity causes an 
increase in the secretion of insulin in response to the increased blood 
glucose level in the overweight dog. Insulin is also more in demand 
simply because there is a greater amount of tissue in an overweight 
dog. When requirements for insulin exceed the ability of the body to 
produce insulin, diabetes mellitus develops. If the need for insulin 
increases over a long period of time, the cells in the pancreas which 
produce insulin can actually ‘burn out,’ again resulting in diabetes.

Damage To Joints, Bones, And Ligaments
Studies have suggested that approximately one-quarter of over-
weight dogs develop serious joint complications. The bones, joints, 
muscles, and associated tendons and ligaments all work together to 
give the dog smooth and efficient movement. If they are required to 
carry excess weight, they can start to become damaged. Arthritis can 
develop and the pain and joint changes associated with hip dysplasia 
can become markedly more severe.

Extra tension on joints caused by an increased weight load can also 
lead to damage of certain ligaments. Ligaments are tough, fibrous 
strands of tissue that hold one bone in proximity to another bone in 
joints. One of the ligaments in the knee, the anterior cruciate liga-
ment, is very prone to strains or tears. If this ligament is torn, the knee 
becomes very unstable and the dog is reluctant to use it. Surgery must 
be done to repair this torn ligament.

Heart Disease And Increased Blood Pressure
As in people, overweight dogs tend to have increased blood pressure 
(hypertension). The heart has an increased work load since it must 
pump additional blood to excess tissues. This can lead to congestive 
heart failure.

Decreased Stamina
Dogs who are overweight have less endurance and stamina. Carrying 
all that extra weight around takes a lot more work. The heart, muscles, 
and respiratory system are all asked to do more than they were de-
signed for.

Heat Intolerance
Fat is an excellent insulator, which is fine if you are a polar bear. But if 
you are an overweight dog in the heat of summer, the excess fat can 
make you miserable, and much less capable of regulating your body 
temperature.

Decreased Liver Function
The liver stores fat so when a dog is overweight, an increased amount 
of fat builds up in the liver. This is called hepatic lipidosis. This condi-
tion can result in decreased liver function.
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 A staggering 4.5 million people in the United States are bitten by dogs 
every year. Half are children. In addition to human safety, learning to read 
dog body postures can decrease your dog’s stress and ultimately save the 
dog’s life since behavior problems are the #1 cause of relinquishment to 
animal shelters.

This article will give you some pointers that will help you read your 
dog’s body postures and understand what he’s trying to tell you.

The Basics: Getting Started

•  What breed is the dog? Know what postures are normal for a 
particular breed or individual dog. This can vary dramatically and 
impact your dog’s message. German Shepherds tend to carry 
their tails down and Shih Tzus tend to hold their tails up, so a 
change from this position may be more telling than when their 
tails are in the “normal” position. 

• Look at the entire dog. Although we rely on certain key body 
parts when assessing posture, such as ear and tail position, the 
posture of these specific body parts must be taken into context 
with the entire posture of the dog. 

• Body postures can be subtle. For example, dogs with floppy ears 
may put their ears back a little, which may be hard for us to see. 
 
Surgery can change your dog’s ability to communicate, such as if 
his tail or ears are cropped. 

• Body postures may change over time. Your dog may start out 
with fearful body postures, but as he learns that his behavior is 
effective, i.e. his aggression works to drive scary people away, he 
may start to look more confident, even though his underlying 
motivation is fear.

Fearful Body Postures

Most dogs with behavior problems tend to be fearful and stressed 
rather than confident.

• Ears back
• Tail down or tucked between the legs
• Backing away
• Looking away
• Head down
• Crouching, cowering
• Wrinkled eyebrows
 
Other Signs of Stress

• Trembling
• Panting
• Refusing food
• Freezing
• Hiding
• Increased activity/pacing
• Muzzle licking

• Lifting 1 front paw in the air
• Salivating
• Yawning
• Showing all teeth
• Peeing or pooping inappropriately
• Expressing anal glands (produces a stinky, fishy smell)
• Eyes widening so that the pupil is enlarged

Note that the context is also very important. A trembling dog may be 
cold, not anxious. A yawning dog may be tired, not anxious. A salivat-
ing dog may be hungry or nauseous, not anxious.

Confident Body Postures

The opposite of fear is confidence, although many dogs will show a 
combination of fear and confident body postures.

• Ears forward
• Tail up
• Standing straight up
• Direct eye contact 

How to Approach a New Dog

People tend to interact with dogs by approaching the dog straight on, 
looming over the dog, and putting their hand out or reaching for the 
dog’s face. This human behavior causes dogs to become more fearful.

Instead, let the dog approach you, ask the dog’s owner if they enjoy 
petting, and if they enjoy petting, pet on the dog’s body rather than 
the head. If a dog is showing signs of fear or aggression, including 
growling, snarling, snapping, biting, or barking, then move away and 
don’t interact with the dog.

Test Your Knowledge

Question 1: What does it mean when your dog wags his tail?

Answer 1: Tail wagging can have various meanings. A loosely wagging 
tail carried low but not tucked is generally friendly. A dog that holds 
his tail up stiffly with a fast wagging tail is generally agitated or ag-
gressive.

Question 2: What does it mean when your dog rolls over and exposes 
his stomach?

Answer 2: Look at your dog’s entire posture. Are his ears flat back or 
neutral? Is his tail tucked or relaxed? Although some dogs may roll 
over in anticipation of a belly rub, this can also be a very submissive 
posture. The dog may be doing everything he can to tell you he does 
not want you to interact with him. In these cases, if you reach down to 
pet him, you may get bitten.

In conclusion, learning to read your dog’s body postures will help 
you communicate with your dog, keep people safe, and decrease the 
chance that behavior problems will lead to relinquishment.

Dog Body Language In-Depth Guide
by Meredith Stepita
Vet Behaviorist
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The Price of Puppies, literally 
How much is that puppy in the whelping box?

Puppies are often sold to pet stores at wholesale prices and resold to 
the public at “show ” prices. The cost of overhead, especially mall rental 
property requires the store owner to charge exorbitant prices for their 
“products.” Compulsive buyers and the high degree of foot traffic sup-
ports these establishments. Before making a financial and emotional 
commitment, prospective buyers should contact the area’s humane 
society and Better Business Bureau for information.

Backyard breeders are the main contributors of puppies. This term 
applies to all who breed with little knowledge of bloodlines, breed 
standard, or proper temperament and structure. Their breeding 
animals are not screened for potential inherent problems prevalent 
in the breed, nor are the dogs proven under the well-educated eye of 
a judge in the show ring or at a trial. Key phrases such as “champion 
bloodline,” “excellent bloodline,” “German or European bloodline,” 
“oversized,” or “rare colors” are often selling points in their ads. They 
have not taken the time, money, or effort to insure anyone they are 
breeding better dogs than the next advertisement in the paper.

“Rare colors,” advertised as unique, may be major faults according to 
the breed standard and may be linked genetically to health problems. 
“Excellent bloodline” is nothing more than a family tree if the breeder 
has little or no knowledge about bloodlines. Many backyard breed-
ers confess that they are not breeding show dogs and don’t subject 
themselves to the show or performance breeders’ rigorous attempts 
to eradicate health problems or to maintain proper type or tempera-
ment.

Puppies are like children — they are all cute. But they do eventually 
grow up to be adults. If you prefer a specific breed over a mutt, choose 
a puppy with the potential to grow up healthy, properly-sized and 
proportioned, and with the correct temperament distinctive to the 
breed you have chosen for the family pet.

Copyright 2015 by Canis Major Publications. 
All rights reserved. 
Used by permission 
www.canismajor.com

From $50 to $2,500, puppies come with many different price tags. 
Some may be given free, and others may exceed even this range. But 
where do these figures come from?

Puppy sellers come in several categories. They include show breeders, 
working and sporting dog breeders, puppy mill or commercial kennel 
breeders, pet shop retailers, and backyard breeders.

Show breeders breed for correct type in accordance to the breed 
standard. For size and proportion, front and rear angulation, straight-
ness and reach of gait, head type, pigment, and all the other traits 
important to maintaining the breed according to the standard. Some 
of these traits are important in the long-term health of the dog. Show 
breeders take responsibility for certifying their males and females 
against problems inherent to their breed. Their efforts help minimize 
inheritance of potential problems by their puppies, which in turn will 
benefit the puppy buyer’s wallet.

Working and sporting dog breeders concentrate on working drives 
and retaining strong instincts to perform the duties their dogs were 
originally designed to do. These dogs are genetically predisposed to 
perform their line of work whether it is herding, trailing prey, flushing 
birds from the bush after long, energetic searches, or performing in 
the schutzhund field. These dogs are not necessarily beauty contes-
tants, for temperament and workability are the priorities. Health is 
important, so they are also screened for health problems according to 
breed.

The price of puppies from show, working, or sporting dog breeders 
are higher than most newspaper classified ad puppies. These puppies 
generally come from parents that have achieved titles under the well-
trained eye of an unbiased judge. Certification of parents have been 
done in an attempt to eliminate hereditary health problems such as 
hip dysplasia in large breeds. Starting prices for these “blue-blooded” 
progeny may begin at $1000 and may be more depending on breed, 
titles, or potential as a show dog, working dog, or pet.

Working titles in their pedigrees may include TD or TDX for Track-
ing Dog or Tracking Dog Excellent; HS, HI, or HX, the herding titles 
awarded by the American Kennel Club; WD or WRD for Water Dog 
or Water Rescue Dog from the Newfoundland Club of America; DPO 
I or DPO II for police dog titles; Schutzhund I, II, or III, or other titles 
that indicate a continuation of the dog’s ability to do the work he was 
originally bred to do.

Although these puppies sell for higher sums than others, their tem-
peraments should remain stable relative to the purpose of the titles 
achieved by their parents and grandparents.

Breeders of show, working, and sporting dogs generally offer health 
guarantees, an indication of a confident, well-considered breeding. 
The passion these breeders have for their breed helps them continue 
their journey to produce genetically sound dogs.

Puppy mills and commercial kennels are the main contributors to pet 
shops. Their goal is to produce lots of puppies for profit. Puppies are 
a commodity. Puppy mills may be raided by animal control for horrid, 
deplorable conditions. Quality is not a top concern in this part of the 
industry.

http://www.canismajor.com


Futurity Results - National Specialty Show 
9-10-2015 

Judge: Marilyn Harban                                                

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Junior Dogs 6 Mos & Under 12 mos 
3  (9)        TEMORA RHYTHM AND BLUES. RN275485/02. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-Ch Temora American Maid. OWNER: Nancy Tibbett.

BFP-D 
1 (19)      CH RYBA’S THE DIAMOND MERCHANT. RN274610/02. 09/26/2014. BREEDER: bachman schreeder.  
                  By CH Rybas Diamond Jim-CH Tidewalker Star Saphire. OWNER: bachman langham schreeder.
 
2 (39)      ROACHAN’S DEUCE COUPE. RN274713/03. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By Ch Roachans’s Cocktail Party-Ch Redhawk Roachan’s One For The Road. OWNER: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache.
   
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Intermediate Futurity Dog 12 Mos & Under 18 mos 
1 (25)       TEMORA WHEN IN DOUBT WEAR RED. RN269136/01. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By Ch Temora Bully For You-Ch Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie Seaton. 
 
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Senior Dogs 18 Mos & Under 24 mos
1 (57)      CH CHRISTHILL GENERAL DWIGHT DAVID. RN263786/01. 01/11/2014. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By GCH Christhill Morongo-GCH Phoebe II Christhill. OWNER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Junior Bitches 6 Mos & Under 12 mos
3  (12)     REDSKY COPPER MOON. RN275131/02. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By GCH Black Back Firefly-GCH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly @ RedSky. OWNER: Elaine Strid.

4 (14)      REDSKY TOTAL ECLIPSE. RN275131/03. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By GCH Black Back Firefly-GCH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly at RedSky. OWNER: Elaine Strid.

   (18)       ROCK VILLAGE GO YOUR OWN WAY. RN272371/01. 09/13/2014. BREEDER: Lisa Violette.  
                 By GCH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo- GCH Rock Village Rumor Has It CA. OWNER: Lisa Violette.

   (22)       ROCK VILLAGE LISTEN TO YOUR HEART. RN272371/03. 09/13/2014. BREEDER: Lisa M Violette.  
                 By GCH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo- GCH Rock Village Rumor Has It. OWNER: Gerard T Walsh.

2 (28)      CH RYBAS DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH. RN274610/01. 09/26/2014. BREEDER: bachman schreeder.  
                 By CH Ryba’s Diamond Jim-CH Tidwalker Star Saphire. OWNER: bachman fenton schreeder.

   (34)       ROACHAN’S BLUE MUSTANG. RN274713/01. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By Ch Raochan’s Cocktail Party-Ch Redhawk Roachan’s One For the Road. OWNER: Kerrie Bryan & Ann Roache & Gayle Roache.

BFP-B   
1 (52)      TEMORA REDI WHEN YOU ARE. RN275485/05. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                  By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Judy O’Brien & Julie Seaton.

   (62)       ROACHAN’S GRAN TORINO. RN274713/04. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For The Road. OWNER: Ann & Gayle Roache. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Intermediate Futurity Bitches 12 Mos & Under 18 mos 
1 (44)       JOHMANDA’S HOPPORTUNITY. RN269352/01. 07/27/2014. BREEDER: Kim Floyd.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Santivo NAJ-CH Johmanda’s Wima Wundurra Ku’a. OWNER: Nora Menge & Kim Floyd.

3 (48)       TEMORA BUD AND BLOSSOM. 26913605. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Mr. Zane Smith.  
                 By CH Temora Bully for You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Dana L. Kruetzfeldt.

2 (50)      TEMORA CAUSE & EFFECT. RN269136/06. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie Seaton & Jose Franceschi.

A (58)      TEMORA BACON’S BITZ. RN273420/05. 08/11/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By Ch GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora Blue Moon Pop Star. OWNER: Julie Seaton.
   
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Senior Bitches 18 Mos & Under 24 mos
1 (82)      GCH CH CHRISTHILL FIRST LADY MARIE GENEVA. RN263786/02. 01/11/2014. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By GCH Christhill Morongo-GCH PS Phoebe II Christhill. OWNER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.
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Sweepstakes Results - National Specialty Show 
9-10-2015 

Judge: Michael Koss                                                

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 mos
2 (9)         TEMORA RHYTHM AND BLUES. RN275485/02. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Nancy Tibbett.

3 (23)       TEMORA UNLEASH THE BEAST. RN275485/01. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Julie Seaton & Leanne Boote.

4 (27)       THE FARM’S FIRST START AT TOGA. RN274238/01. 12/03/2014. BREEDER: Sheila Dunn.  
                 By CH Twee-Dle-Dee My Boy Lollipop- CH The Farm’s Flying Start. OWNER: Susan Ann Gersin &James Gillmore Gersin.

1 (39)      ROACHAN’S DEUCE COUPE. RN274713/03. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By CH Roachans’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For The Road. OWNER: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Junior Dogs 12 Mos & Under 15 mos
BSS  
1 (73)      AKA INU CURRADO. RN274506/03. 08/26/2014. BREEDER: Kim Orrhuich & Marsha Gray & Shari Boyd.  
                  By CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Cirro Massimo-CH Socross Akairu Cinnamon Girl. OWNER: Kim Occhiutti 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Junior Dogs 15 Mos & Under 18 mos
2 (15)       TEMORA MAC EANRIC. RN268708/01. 04/06/2014. BREEDER: Juliet Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Ri Diercc-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Susan Hutton McDonough & J Seaton & M Thacker.

1 (25)       TEMORA WHEN IN DOUBT WEAR RED. RN269136/01. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie Seaton. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 mos
1 (32)       THE FARM’S FINE WHINE AND SPIRITS. RN275670/02. 01/27/2015. BREEDER: Sheila Dunn.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH The Farm’s Spirit Quest. OWNER: Sheila Dunn. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 mos
   (12)       REDSKY COPPER MOON. RN275131/02. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By GCH Black Back Firefly-GCH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly @ RedSky. OWNER: Elaine Strid.

   (14)       REDSKY TOTAL ECLIPSE. RN275131/03. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By GCH Black Back Firefly- GCH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly at RedSky. OWNER: Elaine Strid.

   (18)       ROCK VILLAGE GO YOUR OWN WAY. RN272371/01. 09/13/2014. BREEDER: Lisa Violette.  
                 By GCH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo- GCH Rock Village Rumor Has It CA. OWNER: Lisa Violette.

2 (22        ROCK VILLAGE LISTEN TO YOUR HEART. RN272371/03. 09/13/2014. BREEDER: Lisa M Violette.  
                 By CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo-CH Rock Village Rumor Has It. OWNER: Gerard T Walsh.

4 (34)      ROACHAN’S BLUE MUSTANG. RN274713/01. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By CH Raochan’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For the Road. OWNER: Kerrie Bryan & Ann Roache & Gayle Roache.
OSS  
1 (52)      TEMORA REDI WHEN YOU ARE. RN275485/05. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Judy O’Brien & Julie Seaton.

   (62)      ROACHAN’S GRAN TORINO. RN274713/04. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                By CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For The Road. OWNER: Ann & Gayle Roache.

    (76)      DUNHAM LAKE BRIAR ROSE. RN275200/06. 10/22/2014. BREEDER: Theresa Ellie & Lydia Goiffon.  
                 By GCH Dunham Lake Scout Master-CH Nellyson’s Yippy-Yippy-Yah. OWNER: Mackenzie Mann & Theresa & Ellie Goiffon.

A (78)      ARALUEN’S GLIMMERING IN THE MOONLIGHT. RN274225/02. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Cheryl A. Mechalke & Jim L. Mechalke Jr. 
                 By CH Melukylan Ursa Major-CH Araluen’s Bubbles In The Wine. OWNER: Cheryl A. Mechalke & Jim L. Mechalke Jr..

3  (96)     AKIBA’S BELLISSIMA. RN272038/02. 09/16/2014. BREEDER: Janet Maas and Chandler Abel.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Zebulon-CH Akiba’s Abbondanza. OWNER: Susan S Mason. AGENT: Donna Lynn Hills.
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AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Junior Bitches 12 Mos & Under 15 mos

1 (44)      JOHMANDA’S HOPPORTUNITY. RN269352/01. 07/27/2014. BREEDER: Kim Floyd.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Santivo NAJ-CH Johmanda’s Wima Wundurra Ku’a. OWNER: Nora Menge & Kim Floyd.

A (58)      TEMORA BACON’S BITZ. RN273420/05. 08/11/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon- CH Temora Blue Moon Pop Star. OWNER: Julie Seaton. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Junior Bitches 15 Mos & Under 18 mos

2 (48)       TEMORA BUD AND BLOSSOM. 26913605. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Mr. Zane Smith.  
                 By CH Temora Bully for You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Dana L. Kruetzfeldt.

1 (50)       TEMORA CAUSE & EFFECT. RN269136/06. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie Seaton & Jose Franceschi. 

VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs 
BVS  
1 (49)      GCH DREAMTIME’S LATIN LOVER. RN163328/02. 03/12/2008. BREEDER: Marilyn Harban.  
                  By CH Dreamtime’s Frontiersman-CH Dreamtime’s Sweet Delight. OWNER: Rita Farmer & Marilyn Harban. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 10 Yrs & Older 

1 (35)      CH TAK-A CHANCE TIME HONORED AXJ RE AX RATONFCAA. RM368498/02. 07/25/2002. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By CH Frederick Willie Wombat CD OA-CH Wilgent’s Tak-A Chance Indigo JE RN MX AXJ. OWNER: Susan M Saulvester.
   
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs 
A (70)      GCH CH MARBLE ARCH LADY FROM CASTILE. RN097346/03. 09/18/2005. BREEDER: Owner. 
                 By CH Samabel Sunday Silence-CH Marble Arch Lady Marmalade. OWNER: Sandra M Weigle.

OVS 
1 (84)      CH ABQ CIMINA CHRISTHILL CD GN RAE2. RN152372/01. 09/26/2007. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen. 
                  By GCH ABQ San Isidro Christhill-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill BN CDX GN RAE. OWNER: William I Christensen & Kreg B Hill.
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Regular Classes - National Specialty Show 
9-11-2015

                        Judge: Ms Linda C More                                        
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 mos
3 (9)         TEMORA RHYTHM AND BLUES. RN275485/02. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-Ch Temora American Maid. OWNER: Nancy Tibbett.
1 (27)       THE FARM’S FIRST START AT TOGA. RN274238/01. 12/03/2014. BREEDER: Sheila Dunn.  
                 By CH Twee-Dle-Dee My Boy Lollipop-CH The Farm’s Flying Start. OWNER: Susan Ann Gersin &James Gillmore Gersin.
2 (39)      ROACHAN’S DEUCE COUPE. RN274713/03. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By CH Roachans’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For The Road. OWNER: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs 
A (15)      TEMORA MAC EANRIC. RN268708/01. 04/06/2014. BREEDER: Juliet Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Ri Diercc-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Susan Hutton McDonough & J Seaton & M Thacker.
1 (45)       WILD WEST’S BIG BANG THEORY. RN269591/01. 04/26/2014. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By GCH Blue Moon Call Me Irresistible-GCH Wild West’s Cat Dancer. OWNER: Eve Steele. AGENT: Bill McFadden.
2 (53)       SAMABEL FASHION’S BLACK TIE AFFAIR. RN273168/02. 08/18/2014. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By CH Samabel Jersey Boy-CH Samabel’s All About Fashion. OWNER: Alexa Samarotto & Claudia C Coleman. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs 
3 (7)         DUNHAM LAKE SCOUT’S HONOR. RN275200/01. 10/22/2014. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By GCH Dunham Lake Scoutmaster-CH Nellyson’s Yippy Yippy Yay!. OWNER: Ellie & Theresa Goiffon.
2 (23)       TEMORA UNLEASH THE BEAST. RN275485/01. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Julie Seaton & Leanne Boote.
   (55)       SAMABEL KEEP ON THE SUNNYSIDE. RN273168/01. 08/18/2014. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By CH Samabel Jersey Boy-CH Samabel’s All About Fashion. OWNER: Alexa Samarotta & Claudia C Coleman.
4 (61)      ZANTOKA PRECIOUS REECES. RN277079/03. 11/24/2014. BREEDER: Mary E Freeman.  
                 By CH Araluen Everlasting Blue Salvia-CH Shastaka Cinnamon Forn RN BN. OWNER: Kapri Wilson & Mary Freeman.
W/BW  
1 (73)      AKA INU CURRADO. RN274506/03. 08/26/2014. BREEDER: Kim Orrhuich & Marsha Gray & Shari Boyd.  
                  By CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Cirro Massimo-CH Socross Akairu Cinnamon Girl. OWNER: Kim Occhiutti

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Open Dogs 
3 (25)       TEMORA WHEN IN DOUBT WEAR RED. RN269136/01. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie Seaton.

   (59)       ZANTOKA MORNING SUN RN BN. RN228845/04. 06/26/2011. BREEDER: Mary E Freeman.  
                 By CH Redwine Licensed to Thrill RN-Zantoka’s Dream Sky RN CD BN. OWNER: Mary E Freeman.
4 (67)       MARBLE ARCH JUST GIVE ME A REASON. RN256123/01. 07/05/2013. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By CH Marble Arch The Corner Man-CH Marble Arch Good Golly Miss Molly. OWNER: Patricia Zupan and Sandra M Weigle.
2 (77)      CRESTWOODS GOLDEN BOY. RN253781/01. 10/02/2012. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By CH Crestwoods Charlie Brown II-CH Crestwoods Glamour Girl. OWNER: Margaret M Reignier.
R
1 (81)       WILD WEST’S MAC ATTACK. RN232051/02. 06/26/2011. BREEDER: Eve Steele & Marjo Ahola.  
                  By Gch Ch Blue Moon Call Me Irresistible-Ch Wild West’s Curious Cat. OWNER: EVE Steele & D Burnham. AGENT: Robert M Carusi

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 mos
R
1 (32)       THE FARM’S FINE WHINE AND SPIRITS. RN275670/02. 01/27/2015. BREEDER: Sheila Dunn.  
                  By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH The Farm’s Spirit Quest. OWNER: Sheila Dunn.
2 (90)      AKIBA’S HOLIDAY MAGIC. RN276207/01. 12/21/2014. BREEDER: Janet Maas & Joan Bailey.  
                 By Ch Akiba’s Abracadabra-Ch Akiba’s Sweet Tart. OWNER: Janet Maas & Joan Bailey. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 mos
   (12)       REDSKY COPPER MOON. RN275131/02. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By GCH Black Back Firefly-GCH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly @ RedSky. OWNER: Elaine Strid.
4 (22)      ROCK VILLAGE LISTEN TO YOUR HEART. RN272371/03. 09/13/2014. BREEDER: Lisa M Violette.  
                 By CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo-CH Rock Village Rumor Has It. OWNER: Gerard T Walsh.
2 (34)      ROACHAN’S BLUE MUSTANG. RN274713/01. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By CH Raochan’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For the Road. OWNER: Kerrie Bryan & Ann Roache & Gayle Roache.
1 (52)       TEMORA REDI WHEN YOU ARE. RN275485/05. 10/25/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By GCH Temora Say It With Bacon-CH Temora American Maid. OWNER: Judy O’Brien & Julie Seaton. 
3 (62)      ROACHAN’S GRAN TORINO. RN274713/04. 12/02/2014. BREEDER: Ann Roache & Eva Campbell.  
                 By CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party-CH Redhawk Roachan’s One For The Road. OWNER: Ann & Gayle Roache.
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   (6)         DUNHAM LAKE BRIAR ROSE. RN275200/06. 10/22/2014. BREEDER: Theresa Ellie & Lydia Goiffon.  
                 By GCH Dunham Lake Scout Master-CH Nellyson’s Yippy-Yippy-Yah. OWNER: Mackenzie Mann & Theresa & Ellie Goiffon.
   (78)       ARALUEN’S GLIMMERING IN THE MOONLIGHT. RN274225/02. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Cheryl A. Mechalke & Jim L. Mechalke Jr. 
                 By CH Melukylan Ursa Major-CH Araluen’s Bubbles In The Wine. OWNER: Cheryl A. Mechalke & Jim L. Mechalke Jr.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches 
1 (64)       TEMORA BUD AND BLOSSOM. RN269136/05. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie Seaton & Zane Smith.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid Of Islay. OWNER: Dana Kruetzfeldt & Julie Seaton.
2 (72)       MAYBUSH RED RADIANT KNIGHT. RN274302/01. 05/22/2014. BREEDER: Sylvia Knight.  
                 By Wilfnbell Red Bondi-Laspamas Lucky Nomad Lady. OWNER: Theresa & Ellie & Lydia Goiffon.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches 
   (8)          TAPA PENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS. RN268154/02. 05/17/2014. BREEDER: PATRICIA J WERNER & TAMARA GAUDET.  
                 By CH Tapa Monty Yoder-CH Tapa Thanksgivings Grace. OWNER: Tamara Gaudet & Patricia J Werner.
   (14)       REDSKY TOTAL ECLIPSE. RN275131/03. 10/08/2014. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By GCH Black Back Firefly- GCH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly at RedSky. OWNER: Elaine Strid.
   (18)       ROCK VILLAGE GO YOUR OWN WAY. RN272371/01. 09/13/2014. BREEDER: Lisa Violette.  
                 By GCH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo-GCH Rock Village Rumor Has It CA. OWNER: Lisa Violette. 
2 (44)       JOHMANDA’S HOPPORTUNITY. RN269352/01. 07/27/2014. BREEDER: Kim Floyd.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Santivo NAJ-Ch Johmanda’s Wima Wundurra Ku’a. OWNER: Nora Menge & Kim Floyd.
4 (50)       TEMORA CAUSE & EFFECT. RN269136/06. 04/05/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You- CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie Seaton & Jose Franceschi.
3 (60)      ROACHAN’S JOYFUL CELEBRATION. RN260567/01. 09/07/2013. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Roachan’s Fairey Tale. OWNER: Ann & Gayle Roache.
   (88)       ZANTOKA’S DREAM SKY RN CD BN. RN016806/04. 02/10/2003. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By CH Ofelia Digger CD-Zantoka’s Quiet Quota CD. OWNER: Mary E Freeman.
   (92)       DOUBLE NICKELS LOTTIE DOTTIE DAH. RN257789/02. 12/05/2012. BREEDER: Julie Kirkpatrick & Eve Steele.  
                 By GCH Red Sky Flyboy Wellington-GCH Wild West Double Cat. OWNER: Julie Kirkpatrick.
W
1 (100)    CRESTWOODS LEADING LADY. RN238182/01. 08/22/2011. BREEDER: Owner.  
                  By CH Crestwoods Charlie Brown II-CH Crestwoods Temoras Best Bet. OWNER: Margaret M Reignier.
  
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Open Bitches 
2 (16)      REDSKY PRINCESS RUBY THE FIRST. RN254066/00. 04/11/2013. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By BISS GCH RedSky Flyboy Wellington RN-GCH Ryba’s Licensed to Shop at RedSky. OWNER: Ellen Chaput/Elaine Strid.
3 (58)       TEMORA BACON’S BITZ. RN273420/05. 08/11/2014. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon- CH Temora Blue Moon Pop Star. OWNER: Julie Seaton.
1 (96)      AKIBA’S BELLISSIMA. RN272038/02. 09/16/2014. BREEDER: Janet Maas and Chandler Abel.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Zebulon-CH Akiba’s Abbondanza. OWNER: Susan S Mason. AGENT: Donna Lynn Hills. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Veteran Dogs 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs 
AM/BVT-D  
1 (49)      GCH CH DREAMTIME’S LATIN LOVER. RN163328/02. 03/12/2008. BREEDER: Marilyn Harban.  
                  By CH Dreamtime’s Frontiersman-CH Dreamtime’s Sweet Delight. OWNER: Rita Farmer & Marilyn Harban. 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Veteran Dogs 10 Yrs & Older 
A (21)      CH SOUTHERN CROSS MONEY MAN. RN059215/05. 06/19/2004. BREEDER: Marsha S Gray.  
                 By CH Wismiss Aka Inu Figaro-CH Socross Palmer’s Delight. OWNER: Marsha S Gray / Kim Occhiuti.
1 (35)      CH TAK-A CHANCE TIME HONORED AXJ RE AX RATONFCAA. RM368498/02. 07/25/2002. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By CH Frederick Willie Wombat CD OA-CH Wilgent’s Tak-A Chance Indigo JE RN MX AXJ. OWNER: Susan M Saulvester.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Veteran Bitches 7 Yrs & Under 10 Yrs 
A (70)      GCH CH MARBLE ARCH LADY FROM CASTILE. RN097346/03. 09/18/2005. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By CH Samabel Sunday Silence-CH Marble Arch Lady Marmalade. OWNER: Sandra M Weigle.
BVT-B  
1 (84)      CH ABQ CIMINA CHRISTHILL CD GN RAE2. RN152372/01. 09/26/2007. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                  By GCH ABQ San Isidro Christhill-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill BN CDX GN RAE. OWNER: William I Christensen & Kreg B Hill.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Best of Breed Competition 
AM 
     (5)       CH DUNHAM LAKE UNANIMOUS DECISION. 223952/01. 05/18/2011. Dog. BREEDER: Lydia Ellie and Theresa Goiffon.  
                  By Nellyson’s Don’t Skip the Zip-Benayr Kaih Catch the Wave. OWNER: Lydia Goiffon Ellie Goiffon Theresa Goiffon.

     (6)       GCH DUNHAM LAKE TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL. RN199041/05. 12/06/2009. Bitch. BREEDER: Theresa Goiffon.  
                 By GCH Benyar Just for Kicks-CH Benyar Dakota’s Daring Darling. OWNER: Ellie & Theresa Goiffon.
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  (10)        CH TAPA THANKSGIVINGS GRACE. RN250970/01. 11/19/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Tamara Gaudet & Patricia Wernera.  
                 By CH Christhill Sunny Dunes Tapa- GCH Crestwoods Charisma Tapa. OWNER: Patricia Werner & Tamara Gaudet.
  (11)        CH REBELGLEN CARD SHARK. RN223226/01. 03/28/2010. Dog. BREEDER: John Davidson.  
                 By CH Rebelglen Gungadin-Rebelglen If N When. OWNER: Kerrie Bryan Carol Sazama & John Davidson. 
SEL/BOBOH 
  (17)        CH REDSKY COME FLY WITH ME TO RYBA. RN254066/01. 04/11/2013. Dog. BREEDER: E.Strid.  
                  By CH Redsky Flyboy Wellington-CH Rybas Licensed to Shop At Redsky. OWNER: Bachman Schreeder.
  (19)        CH RYBA’S THE DIAMOND MERCHANT. RN274610/02. 09/26/2014. Dog. BREEDER: bachman schreeder.  
                 By CH Rybas Diamond Jim-CH Tidewalker Star Saphire. OWNER: Bachman Langham Schreeder.
  (20)        CH DIRIGO’S IN A MINUTE. RN232719/01. 11/03/2011. Bitch. BREEDER: Eileen Cummings.  
                 By CH Temora’s P’s New Guy In Town-Pineterri Blue Moon. OWNER: Eileen Cummings.
AM  
  (24)        CH TIDEWALKER’S DIAMOND GLORY. RN254225/02. 01/23/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: J Caren Holtby.  
                  By GCH Ryba’s Call Me Irresponsible ROMEX-CH Dreamtime’s Bollywood Kanti. OWNER: J Caren Holtby.
  (26)        CH DREAMTIME’S BOLLYWOOD KANTI. RN203931/03. 02/25/2010. Bitch. BREEDER: Marilyn Y Harban.  
                 By GCH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover-GCH  Dreamtime’s De-Lovely. OWNER: Ms J Caren Holtby.
OS 
  (28)        CH RYBAS DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH. RN274610/01. 09/26/2014. Bitch. BREEDER: bachman schreeder.  
                  By CH Ryba’s Diamond Jim-CH Tidwalker Star Saphire. OWNER: Bachman Fenton Schreeder.
  (29)        CH JOHMANDA-KAMBARA’S GENERAL PICKETT. RN254011/03. 05/26/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Kim Floyd.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Zebulon-CH Johmanda’s Wima Windurra Ku’a. OWNER: Kim & Gary Floyd.
  (31)        GCH CH RYBA’S AND THE BEAT GOES ON FOR TERA-K. RN242853/01. 04/03/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Sue Bachman & Teresa Schreeder.  
                 By CH Ryba’s Twentieth Century Limited-CH Ryba’s Beyond A Doubt. OWNER: Darlene Evans & Teresa Schreeder & Sue Bachman.
A (33)      CH MARGLE ARCH SECINDIP COME HOME TO ME. RM183655/02. 02/01/2009. Dog. BREEDER: Sandra Weigle.  
                 By CH Seadogs Hunt For Red October-GCH Magic Arch Lady From Castile. OWNER: Barbara Calhoun & Sandra Weigle.
  (36)        CH REDHAWK LIVE THE LEGEND. RN226008/04. 05/08/2011. Bitch. BREEDER: Eva Campbell.  
                 By GCH Merrigang’s Wild N’ Crazy Guy AX OAJ ME-CH Redwing Cadillac Style. OWNER: Eva Campbell.
  (37)        GCH CH ROACHAN’S COCKTAIL PARTY. RN249107/02. 09/13/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By Roachan’s Notorious-CH Roachan’s Lakeside Party. OWNER: Ann & Gayle Roache.
AM 
  (38)        CH TEMORA AMERICAN MAID. RN243397/02. 06/08/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                  By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie M Seaton & Zane Smith.
SEL 
  (40)        CH TEMORA ALMOST FAMOUS. RN253521/02. 01/16/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                  By CH Millvalley Venturesome-GCH Temora Taint She Sweet. OWNER: Julie M Seaton.
  (42)        GCH SAMABEL LUCY’S DARK MAGIC. RN258292/02. 07/01/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: Alexa Samarotto and Claudia Coleman.  
                 By CH Samabel Sunshine Superman-CH Samabel’s All About Fashion. OWNER: Susan and James Gersin.
  (43)        GCH CH BLUE MOON BOSTON POPS. RN258708/01. 08/04/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Jeanne Popovits.  
                 By CH Ryba’s And The Beat Goes On For Tere-K-CH Temora Blue Moon Pop Star. OWNER: Jeanne Popovits.
  (46)        TEMORA VIVA LA VIDA. RN243397/03. 06/08/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Julie Seaton.  
                 By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Mary Ellis & Luci Ellis & Julie Seaton.
BB 
  (47)        CH TEMORA SAY IT WITH BACON. RN253521/01. 01/16/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                  By CH Millvalley Venturesome-GCH Temora Taint She Sweet. OWNER: Julie Seaton. 
  (51)        CH MELUKYLAN URSA MAJOR. RN238594/01. 04/04/2011. Dog. BREEDER: Kirsi Ola.  
                 By Ch Melukylan Jalo Kiwi-Ch Melukylan Olan Kohaustus. OWNER: Cheryl Mechalke & Jim Mechalke Jr..
  (54)        CH TEMORA SOUTHERN COMFORT. RN255631/02. 04/22/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: Carol Arnold.  
                 By GCH Temora Ri Diercc-CH Temora I Should Cocoa. OWNER: Judy O’Brien.
A (56 )     CH REDSKY WALK BY FAITH TO REDWING. RN239824/04. 03/07/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Elaine Strid.  
                 By Reimin Master of Puppets-CH Roachan’s Live & Let Fly at Redsky. OWNER: Susan Duncan & Elaine Strid.
  (57)        CH CHRISTHILL GENERAL DWIGHT DAVID. RN263786/01. 01/11/2014. Dog. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By GCH Christhill Morongo-Gch CH Phoebe II Christhill. OWNER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.
  (63)        CH BRANDYWINE’S BLUE BLAZES. RN204833/01. 04/08/2010. Dog. BREEDER: Phyllis & Randy Knight.  
                 By Brandywine’s Most Wanted-CH Brandywine’s New Day Dawning. OWNER: D Beckwith P Knight Ryley Beckwith Kirkland.
  (65)        CH AKIBA’S SLOWHAND. RN267072/01. 04/09/2014. Dog. BREEDER: Janet Maas.  
                 By Akiba’s Gift From Zebulon-Ch Akiba’s Sweat Tart. OWNER: Janet Maas.
  (66)        CH RYBA’S RAZMATAZ & ALL THAT JAZZ CA. RN242853/08. 04/03/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder.  
                 By CH Ryba’s Twentieth Century Schreeder-CH Ryba’s Beyond A Doubt. OWNER: Barbe E Post.
A (68)      CH MARBLE ARCH THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE. RN256123/02. 07/05/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: Sandra M Weigle.  
                 By GCH Marble Arch The Corner-CH Marble Arch Good Golly Miss Molly. OWNER: Sandra M Weigle.
  (69)        CH DOUBLE NICKELS IM IMPRESSED. RN257789/01. 12/05/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Julie Kirkpatrick & Eve Steele.  
                 By GCH Red Sky Flyboy Wellington-GCH Wild Wests Double Cat. OWNER: Julie Kirkpatrick. 
AM 
  (71)        GCH CH AKA INU JASKARIN CIRCO MASSIMO. RN257328/03. 01/21/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Kim Occhiuti.  
                  By CH Shastakin Bush Ranger-Jaskarin Carrissima. OWNER: Kim Occhiuti.
  (74)        CH MARBLE ARCH DANCING IN THE MOONLIGHT. RN233531/05. 11/18/2011. Bitch. BREEDER: Sandra M Weigle.  
                 By GCH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover-GCH Marble Arch Lady From Castle. OWNER: Rita Farmer.
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  (75)        GCH SHASTAKIN KILLARA LARRIKIN REDUPROAR. RN199281/02. 10/07/2009. Dog. BREEDER: Esther C Krom.  
                 By GCH Shastakin Bush Ranger CGC CAA-CH Shastakin Red Bessie. OWNER: Anne P. McGroarty Fiona McGroarty Esther C Krom.
AM 
 ( 79)        CH BRANDYWINE’S TROUBLEMAKER. RN204833/02. 04/08/2010. Dog. BREEDER: Owners.  
                  By Brandywine’s Most Wanted-CH Brandywine’s New Day Dawning. OWNER: Phyllis & Randolph Knight.
  (80)        CH SAMABEL DIAMOND AND RUST. RN228640/02. 04/24/2011. Bitch. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By CH Samabel Jersey Boy-GCH Samabel Diamond In The Ruff. OWNER: Alexa Samarotto & Claudia C Coleman.
  (82)        GCH CHRISTHILL FIRST LADY MARIE GENEVA. RN263786/02. 01/11/2014. Bitch. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By GCH Christhill Morongo-Gch CH PS Phoebe II Christhill. OWNER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.
  (83)        GCH CH MARBLE ARCH THE CORNER MAN. RN224719/01. 05/22/2011. Dog. BREEDER: Sandra M Weigle.  
                 By GCH Temora Ri Diercc-CH Marble Arch Lady Miranda. OWNER: Sandra M Weigle. AGENT: Armando Morales.
  (86)        CH ZANTOKA MORNING TRUFFLE RN BN. RN228845/02. 06/26/2011. Bitch. BREEDER: Owner.  
                 By CH Redwing Licensed To Thrill RN-Zantoka Dream Sky RN CD BN. OWNER: Mary E Freeman.
  (94)        GCH CH CHRISTHILL THE GIRL NEXT DOOR. RN231577/03. 08/03/2011. Bitch. BREEDER: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By CH Bluepepper’s Panda-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill CDX. OWNER: Marietta Cowan & Kreg B Hill.
  (98)        CH JOHMANDA-KAMBARA’S SPREZZATURA. RN254011/05. 05/26/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: Kim Floyd.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Zebulon-CH Johmanda’s Wima Wundurra Ku’A. OWNER: Christina Worley & Kim Floyd.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Stud Dog 
3 (37)      GCH CH ROACHAN’S COCKTAIL PARTY. RN249107/02. 09/13/2012. Dog. BREEDER: Owners.  
                 By Roachan’s Notorious-CH Roachan’s Lakeside Party. OWNER: Ann & Gayle Roache.
2 (47)       CH TEMORA SAY IT WITH BACON. RN253521/01. 01/16/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By CH Millvalley Venturesome-GCH Temora Taint She Sweet. OWNER: Julie Seaton.
1 (71)      GCH CH AKA INU JASKARIN CIRCO MASSIMO. RN257328/03. 01/21/2013. Dog. BREEDER: Kim Occhiuti.  
                  By CH Shastakin Bush Ranger-Jaskarin Carrissima. OWNER: Kim Occhiuti.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Brood Bitch 
1 (38)      CH TEMORA AMERICAN MAID. RN243397/02. 06/08/2012. Bitch. BREEDER: Julie M Seaton.  
                  By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. OWNER: Julie M Seaton & Zane Smith.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Brace 1st Dog Brace 
1/BBR
   (26)       CH DREAMTIME’S BOLLYWOOD KANTI. RN203931/03. 02/25/2010. Bitch. BREEDER: Marilyn Y Harban.  
                  By GCH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover-GCH Dreamtime’s De-Lovely. OWNER: Ms J Caren Holtby.
 
AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS, Brace 2nd Dog Brace 
1/BBR
   (24)       CH TIDEWALKER’S DIAMOND GLORY. RN254225/02. 01/23/2013. Bitch. BREEDER: J Caren Holtby.  
                  By GCH Ryba’s Call Me Irresponsible ROMEX-CH Dreamtime’s Bollywood Kanti. OWNER: J Caren Holtby. 

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP COMPETITION

Open Junior 
2 (5)         Ryley Beckwith Kirkland.12434849003. 02/13/2006.  
                 CH BRANDYWINE’S BLUE BLAZES. RN204833/01. 04/08/2010. Dog. Australian Terriers. Breeder: Phyllis & Randy Knight.  
                 By Brandywine’s Most Wanted-CH Brandywine’s New Day Dawning. Owner: D Beckwith P Knight Ryley Beckwith Kirkland,
1/BJH 
  (400)     Luci Ellis.91632979001. 05/26/2004. . 
                  CH TEMORA VIVA LA VIDA. RN243397/03. 06/08/2012. Bitch. Australian Terriers. Breeder: Julie Seaton.  
                  By CH Temora Bully For You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. Owner: Mary Ellis & Luci Ellis & Julie Seaton,

Open Intermediate 
1 (501)    Moira A. McGroarty.93343031002. 06/03/2003.   
                 GCH SHASTAKIN KILLARA LARRIKIN REDUPROAR. RN199281/02. 10/07/2009. Dog. Australian Terriers. Breeder: Esther C Krom.  
                 By GCH Shastakin Bush Ranger CGC CAA-CH Shastakin Red Bessie. Owner: Anne P. McGroarty Fiona McGroarty Esther C Krom,
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Novice B
NQ 41     GCH CH KAMBARA’S SANTIVO NAJ. RN222296/02. 03/30/2011. Dog. Breeder: Anne Mitchell.  
                 By GCH Kambara’s Zebulon-CH Blue Moon’s Captiva Kambara RN. Owner: Kim Floyd & Gary Floyd.
NQ 42      CH TERA-K’S TOO HOT TO TROT. RN152913/03. 11/15/2007. Bitch. Breeder: Darlene Evans & Owner & Sue Bachman.    
                 By CH Ryba’s Super Trooper-CH Tera-K’s Sleigh Bells. Owner: Thalit Rott. 
 
Open A
NQ 37     CH BLUE MOON N MY TIME POPPIN’ IN PHOENIX BN CD RE. RN220727/01. 01/11/2011. Dog. Breeder: Jeanne Popovits 
                 By CH Azul Smart Remark-CH Blue Moon River. Owner: Celeste Platte/Sherry Cooper/Jeanne Popovits.
NQ 38     CH ABQ CIMINA CHRISTHILL CD GN RAE2. RN152372/01. 09/26/2007. Bitch. Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By GCH ABQ San Isidro Christhill-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill BN CDX GN RAE. Owner: William I Christensen & Kreg B Hill. 
 
Open B
193.5  
      35      DREAMTIME HOCUS POCUS. RN225431/03. 04/10/2011. Dog. Breeder: Marilyn Harban.  
                 By Notice All In At Southern Cross-Dreamtime’s De-Lovely. Owner: Patricia Goshorn.
NQ 36     CH BLUE MOON MYTIMES THEY R A-CHANGN’ BN CD PCDX R. RN184839/02. 03/09/2009. Dog. Breeder: Jeanne Popovits.  
                 By GCH Blue Moon Call Me Irresistible Benayr Blue Moon Goodtime Girl. Owner: Sherry Cooper & Celeste Platte.
 
Utility A
NQ (35)  DREAMTIME HOCUS POCUS. RN225431/03. 04/10/2011. Dog. Breeder: Marilyn Harban.  
                 By Notice All In At Southern Cross-Dreamtime’s De-Lovely. Owner: Patricia Goshorn. 
 
Utility B
NQ 36     CH BLUE MOON MYTIMES THEY R A-CHANGN’ BN CD PCDX R. RN184839/02. 03/09/2009. Dog. Breeder: Jeanne Popovits.  
                 By Gch Blue Moon Call Me Irresistible-Ch Benayr Blue Moon Goodtime Girl. Owner: Sherry Cooper & Celeste Platte.

Beginner Novice A
189.0  
1 43         TEMORA LILIAN STARGAZER. RN269136/07. 04/05/2014. Bitch. Breeder: Julie Seaton & Mr. Zane Smith.  
                  By CH Temora Bully for You-CH Temora Maid of Islay. Owner: Heather Owens.
NQ 44     CH DREAMTIME RAZZLE OAZZLE. RN225431/04. 04/10/2011. Dog. Breeder: Marilyn Y Harban.  
                 By Notice All In At Southern Cross-Ch Dreamtimes De-Lovely. Owner: Marilyn Y Harban.

Beginner Novice B
NQ 39     RYBA’S QUITE THE CATCH. RN253001/04. 02/17/2013. Bitch. Breeder: Larry Farthing.  
                 By CH Ryba’s Call Me Irresponsible Dixie Did It. Owner: Hollie J Bamford.
A 40         GCH Christhill The Girl Next Door. RN231577/03. 08/03/2011. Bitch. Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By CH Bluepepper’s Panda-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill CDX. Owner: Marietta Cowan & Kreg B Hill.
NQ 45     NOTICE TEXAS HOLD’EM. 180931/01. 12/08/2008. Dog. Breeder: Hollie Bamford.  
                 By CH Hollie Bamford-CH Hollie Bamford. Owner: Hollie Bamford. 
 
Rally Novice A Class
096.0  
1 24         JACK. PAL260697. 11/25/2011. Dog.  Breeder: Unknown.  
                  By Unknown-Unknown. Owner: Heather Owens.
NQ 27     CH ROACHAN’S ROCKIN’ BLOCK PARTY OA OAJ. RN249107/03. 09/13/2012. Bitch. Breeder: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache.  
                 By Roachan’s Notorious-Ch Roachan’s Lakeside Party. Owner: Nancy Tibbett.
071.0  
2  30        CH RYBA’S THE DIAMOND MERCHANT. RN274610/02. 09/26/2014. Dog. Breeder: bachman schreeder.  
                 By CH Rybas Diamond Jim-CH Tidewalker Star Saphire. Owner: bachman langham schreeder. 
 
Rally Novice B Class
EX 25       TEMORA WHERE MAGIC LIVES. RN230913/01. 08/04/2011. Bitch. Breeder: Julie M Seaton.  
                 By Ch Temora Ri Diercc-Ch Temora Where The Magic Begins. Owner: Carole A Larsen.
NQ 26     GCH CH CHRISTHILL THE GIRL NEXT DOOR. RN231577/03. 08/03/2011. Bitch. Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                 By CH Bluepepper’s Panda-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill CDX. Owner: Marietta Cowan & Kreg B Hill.
A 29         DREAMTIMES BOY TOY CGC. RN262826/01. 11/09/2013. Dog. Breeder: Marilyn Harban.  
                 By GCH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover-CH Dreamtime The Duchess. Owner: Marilyn Y Harban.
EX 35      NOTICE TEXAS HOLD’EM. 180931/01. 12/08/2008. Dog. Breeder: Hollie Bamford.  
                 By CH Hollie Bamford-CH Hollie Bamford. Owner: Hollie Bamford.

Obedience/Rally Competition 
Reporting Australian Terrier Results only 

9-11-2015
                                          Judge: Mrs Carol Mett & Mr Jon H Mett                             
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Rally Advanced A Class
094.0  
1   9          GCH CH KAMBARA’S SANTIVO NAJ. RN222296/02. 03/30/2011. Dog. Breeder: Anne Mitchell.  
                  By GCH Kambara’s Zebulon-Ch Blue Moon’s Captiva Kambara RN. Owner: Kim Floyd & Gary Floyd. 
 
Rally Advanced B Class
NQ 8        CH ABQ CIMINA CHRISTHILL CD GN RAE2. RN152372/01. 09/26/2007. Bitch. Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                  By GCH ABQ San Isidro Christhill-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill BN CDX GN RAE. Owner: William I Christensen & Kreg B Hill. 
 
Rally Excellent B Class
097.0  
2  8           CH ABQ CIMINA CHRISTHILL CD GN RAE2. RN152372/01. 09/26/2007. Bitch. Breeder: Kreg B Hill & William I Christensen.  
                  By GCH ABQ San Isidro Christhill-CH ABQ Candelaria Christhill BN CDX GN RAE. Owner: William I Christensen & Kreg B Hill.

We had great entry for Performance at the National,  Friday 34 in Obedience and 20 in Rally, Saturday 47 in 
Obedience and 31 in Rally.  Sunday 45 in Obedience and 18 in Rally.   
 
I would like to thank, Sherry Cooper, Celeste Platte, Thalia Rott, Nancy Tibbet, Roby D’Alterio-Vollaro and 
Nancy Miller for all their help ring stewarding.  Other exhibitor’s also helped where needed.   I would also like 
to thank John & Carol Mett who were great judges.    
 
This year was a learning experience the committee, we have learned a lot and will make changes to improve 
our Obedience and Rally events.     
 - Ann Roache, Chair

CGC Test, September 10, 2015 

The Australian Terrier Club of America offered the AKC Canine Good Citizen (CGC) test at our National 
Specialty in Chattanooga, TN.  On September 10, 2015 five handlers and six dogs came to the ballroom at 
the Chattanooga Hotel to be tested.   It is with great pleasure to announce that all six dogs passed the test 
and can now proudly add CGC to their accomplishments.
 - Celeste Platte, CGC Evaluator

Congratulations to:  

Carol Larsen with Jilli & Keira
Brokenhill Sweet Pea RN 
Temora Where Magic Lives 

Ellen Chaput with Ruby 
Redsky Princess Ruby the First 

Diane Cahill with Toni
CH Banjopats Coppertone Girl RN AX AXJ CA

Marietta Cowan with Addy
GCH CH Christhill The Girl Next Door BN 

Hollie Banford with Kiska 
Ryba’s Quite the Catch
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The Judge’s Corner

Our guest judge this issue is Linda More, judge for the 2015 National Specialty 

Needless to say it was a great honor 
to judge the national this year, and 
an equally great pleasure. The entry 
contained many very good Aussies, par-
ticularly in the Best of Breed class where 
there was if anything an excess of riches 
to be appreciated.

I wish to start by making some overall 
observations. In my opinion, the breed 
as represented by this entry is in quite 
good shape, with stable temperaments, 
dogs in good condition, and ably shown. 
As an aside, the exhibitors were impres-

sive in their ability to show bites in a better than average manner. The 
dogs exhibited alertness, personality and charm. 

The majority of the entry was generally pleasing in overall proportion, 
though there were a few appearing too short legged with leg length 
noticeably less than the distance from withers to elbow. This is a cur-
rent trend in many breeds and something to guard against. The single 
area that appears to need the most attention from breeders is fronts – 
layback of shoulder especially, corresponding length and angle of up-
per arm, and forechest. The standard is very clear on these attributes, 
and I know the Sweeps judge and I agreed that we wished more dogs 
possessed them in sufficient degree. 

On heads, some were out of balance, with forefaces somewhat shorter 
than skulls, and some had heads a bit small overall for the dog. Most 
skulls were fairly flat, with but a few possessing rounded skulls. I hope 
that breeders will continue to try to produce dogs with neatly set 
small ears. Bites were by and large good with only a few exceptions, 
but there were some with rather small teeth, never desirable in a hunt-
ing terrier.

Coats were generally good, and dogs were shown nicely groomed and 
clean – a pleasure.

My choice for Winners Dog/Best of Winners was a red dog from the 
Bred-by-Exhibitor class, and I was pleased to hear later in the weekend 
that he repeated the win the following day and finished his champion-
ship. He is a masculine dog of eye-catching outline and proportion, 
standing well over his front with very good length of neck transition-
ing smoothly into his shoulders and a strong topline all the way to a 
nicely set and carried tail. He has a good forechest and moved well 
coming and going as well as around the ring. Dark eyes well set in a 
long, balanced head, and nicely set ears contributed to a keen, bright 
expression. I saw him again the next day, when I was delighted to be 
able to award him the Best Bred-by- Exhibitor in Show at the Chatta-
nooga Kennel Club.

The Reserve Dog was a blue and tan from the Open class, with 
exceptionally good movement both down and back and in side gait, 
and a nicely balanced head. I was told later that this win finished his 
championship.

The Winners Bitch also came from the Bred-by-Exhibitor class. She 
is a mature red bitch of lovely type and proportion. She has good 
shoulders and a strong topline, relatively low set hocks, and moved 
very cleanly down and back. Her head was strong and balanced with 
dark eyes and well set, beautiful small ears. Although not the showiest 
entry, she demonstrated a steady, stable temperament. We still refer to 
judging as “selecting breeding stock” and to my eyes, this bitch repre-
sented what I would look for to produce something wonderful.

My Reserve Bitch was a charming blue and tan puppy from the 6-9 
month class. She had good proportion and a strong topline, enough 
forechest for a youngster, pretty head and keen expression, and 
moved very well especially for her age. She had defeated another very 
nice puppy in her class.

The Best of Breed class brought forth many good Aussies, with the 
male competition being especially strong. There can in the end be 
only one BB and one BOS winner, but I would be delighted to see 
many of these Aussies again on other days at other shows. After sort-
ing through this lovely entry, and making two cuts which required 
some rather sharp slicing, so to speak, I ended up with a collection of 
ten, six dogs and four bitches, plus the two point winners. Three males 
in particular out of all of them had caught my eye for the top win of 
the day.

My eventual choice for BB was a masculine blue and tan dog of strik-
ing outline and good proportion overall. He has a long, strong, bal-
anced head, good earset and great expression. His nice length of neck 
blended well into a strong topline and he has an excellent forechest, 
one of the best in the entry. He stood well over his front, moved very 
cleanly down and back and demonstrated lovely ground covering 
sidegait from his very first trip around the ring.

Select Dog was another blue and tan, carrying a good topline and 
covering ground easily going around the ring. He has good shoulders, 
a strong rear, and moves neatly down and back. He was also my choice 
for Best Owner Handled, over the Best Opposite winner, in a close 
decision.

My Best Opposite was a blue and tan bitch, also possessing eye catch-
ing outline and proportion, strong topline, and good movement in all 
directions. She has a very pleasing head and expression and well set 
ears.

Select Bitch was yet another blue and tan, and turned out later to be 
the litter sister of the BB dog. She also has an excellent forechest and 
overall lovely proportion and outline.

The six other excellent champions in the ring at the end were all 
Award of Merit winners, including a spirited Veteran Dog who out 
moved many of the younger entries. 
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Juniors at the ATCA National

Three young ladies competed in the Junior Showmanship classes and 
all three showed some skill and the potential for even better accom-
plishments. All three did some things very well, and some things not 
so well, but all gave every indication of working to improve. It’s always 
a good idea to spend time practicing setting the dog up on the table, 
and showing bites neatly and quickly.

In the Open Junior class of two, first and eventually Best Junior went 
to a team of girl and Aussie that demonstrated great communication 
and rapport between handler and dog. Their joint performance was 
smooth and attractive. Second went to a junior moved up from the 
novice class, and this team just needs a little more time and practice at 
the Open level.

The Open Intermediate brought in a young lady with a dog that did 
not always want to listen to her, which always makes things more 
difficult but which is also one of the regular challenges of handling. In 
spite of his lack of cooperation she persevered and never stopped try-
ing to show him properly. A suggestion to this handler would be that 
when your dog is not letting you hand stack him on the floor, it might 
be a better course to just stand up and try showing him in a natural, 
terrier fashion.

If I were family or friends of these three juniors, I would be very proud 
of them, and wish them well in the future.

I congratulate the breeders and owners of all the entries and wish 
them every success in the future.

Chattanooga Kennel Club   
Supported Entry 

9-12-2015 
Judge Virginia Lyne  

BOB -  GCH CH AKA INU JASKARIN CIRCO MASSIMO
BOS -   CH JOHMANDA-KAMBARA’S SPREZZATURA
WD/BW - AKA INU CURRADO
RWD -  TEMORA UNLEASH THE BEAST
WB -  AKIBA’S HOLIDAY MAGIC
RWB -  TEMORA BACON’S BITZ
SEL Dog -  CH REDSKY COME FLY WITH ME TO RYBA
SEL Bitch- CH TEMORA AMERICAN MAID
BOBOH -  CH REDSKY COME FLY WITH ME TO RYBA

Chattanooga Kennel Club   
Supported Entry 

9-13-2015 
Judge Frank Washabaugh 

BOB -  GCH CH TEMORA SAY IT WITH BACON
BOS -  CH MARBLE ARCH THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE
WD -   TEMORA RHYTHM AND BLUES
RWD -  CRESTWOODS GOLDEN BOY
WB/BW -   TEMORA BUD AND BLOSSOM
RWB -  TEMORA REDI WHEN YOU ARE
SEL Dog - CH BRANDYWINE’S BLUE BLAZES
SEL Bitch- CH TEMORA VIVA LA VIDA
BOBOH -    GCH CH ROACHAN’S COCKTAIL PARTY

2015 Futurity Critique

Judge Marilyn Harban

Being asked to judge the Futurity was very much a 
surprise and an honor. I thank you all for this vote 
of confidence.  As Show Chair I wanted to create 
a special moment for Futurity and Sweepstakes, 
so I chose the Ballroom of our Hotel the evening 
prior to our National.  I hope everyone enjoyed this 
special event.

I found the judging of my group of 18 entrants 
not an easy job.  The overall entry was such a thrill 

to judge.   I was looking for a nicely balanced head as well as shoul-
der layback, a topline that was held level while moving, movement 
with reach and drive, good tail set and overall type and balance.  I 
found several dogs with nice heads, good mouths, and top lines that 
were mostly level with good tail sets.  I would like to have seen more 
with better shoulders and fronts.  Several moved clean in the front, 
but couldn’t cover ground.  Several were lacking in body.  Grooming 
was good on most of the entrants; however, several had grooming 
problems with the neck flowing into the shoulders.  This grooming 
threw off the overall picture of the dog creating a steep neck or longer 
length to topline.  I found most coats to have some harshness with 
very few having a soft coat.  

My choice for Best Dog in Futurity, CH Ryba’s Diamond Merchant, had 
a lovely large head with a neck that flowed nicely into a well laid back 
shoulder.  He moved with a powerful gait that covered ground.  I was 
impressed with him when he first entered the ring.  His ears were not 
his best feature, but then there is never a perfect dog.

My choice for Best Bitch in Futurity, Temora Redi When You Are,  was a 
lovely bitch with good substance.  While standing, her topline seemed 
to have a slight rise over her loin. However, when I examined her I 
found this was not a structural rise, but that she had not learned to 
kick her hind legs back when standing. When she moved her top line 
straightened out completely and she covered ground nicely.  I felt she 
had nice balance and presented a very pleasing picture.  

I wish I could have presented Reserve Winners as I definitely had my 
second choices. Thank you again for such a special honor.  
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I am always very excited to be asked to 
judge anything at Specialties but this was 
one of my big thrills to be asked to Judge 
Sweepstakes at a National Specialty Show 
that is not my own Breed. While I do have a 
small background in the breed, working as 
Doug McClain’s assistant at the Waukesha 
Kennel Club when Dr. Barnes Aussie was 
the First to go Best in Show under noted 
Judge Babbie Tongren.  I helped get him 
ready.  Later Jennie Worthing would come 
on to also assist Doug McClain so I got to 
know her and her views on the breed.  So 

after Studying the Clarification of the Standard which I had the older 
copy along with the current copy on the Website, I felt I had a good 
understanding for Thursday night.  I arrived at the Chattanooga Choo 
Choo Hotel and immediately went to my room to prepare, anxious to 
get started.  

My observation is that the entry I had shows the breed is in good over-
all condition.   I felt that there is a need to watch for heads being too 
much and some being too slight, continue to breed for dark oval eyes, 
shoulder angulation needs to be watched also but that is true of many 
breeds today.   I would say that some tend to be too long in body.   All 
this said I really judge on all the attributes of a dog rather than fault 
judge the dogs.  

My Judging style is to judge more on the move then standing still but 
I do want them to be able to pull themselves together on their own.  
With so many animal activists now-a-days I refrain from Sparring.   I 
instead would rather bring them into the center and allow the dogs 
to look back on the group to bring them together or bait into an alert 
stand.   In the end my selections all possessed the ability to pull them-
selves together and all moved around the ring with good reach and 
drive.   Some dogs shown to me had short upper arms and those tend 
to look like they have extreme reach but then they have to come down 
in the front to hit the ground.   That is not reach and is something that 
I don’t want to see. 

My Best in Sweeps was number 73 who is AKA Inu Currado who was 
a nice moving dog and was able to pull himself together to present a 
picture of the essences of what I think of as an Australian Terrier.   My 
Best of Opposite  I later learned as a Bacon Daughter.  Not being in the 
breed was a little thrown by people coming up to me later saying your 
BOS was out of Bacon? Ok it wasn’t till the next day I realized what 
they all meant when watching the Specials and everyone saying there 
is Bacon. She was #52 Temora Redi When You Are.  She like the dog 
pulled together a very good outline and moved around the ring with 
good attitude, nice reach and drive.  

In my Veteran’s classes  I had only 3 show.  My choice for Best of Breed 
was #49 GCH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover.  He came out of the 7-10yrs 
class and was very nice to go over, moved  well, and he too kept 
himself together.    Best of Opposite was #84 Ch ABQ Cimna Christhill 
CD GN RAE2.  It was too bad she didn’t have any other competition in 
Bitches she had the many of the same qualities of all my other picks.  

I would like to Thank the Australian Club of American and the Exhibi-
tors for allowing me to Judge your GREAT Dogs!!!!!

2015 National Specialty 
Sweeps Critique

Judge Michael “Mickey”  Koss

Howdy... my name is Gus, and I am an Australian Terrier Rescue Dog.  I 
went from Wyoming to the Sandhills of Nebraska when I was rescued 
from a undesirable situation in the winter of 2014-2015.

I was a little tentative at first, but quickly decided that this new home 
was awesome.  I am a very busy dog now.  I have several important 
jobs to do and people to love.

I spend most of my days as a companion to Papa.  We have something 
special in common.  Papa and I have both been given a second chance 
at life.  Papa had a life saving miracle surgery and I was rescued. I watch 
Papa at his shop, while napping some.  I am the greeter when friends 
come over to watch what we are building. He and I are now restoring 
an antique Cockshutt tractor.  I am going to ride with him on it in the 
Fair Parade.   

I ride “shotgun” in the pickup with Papa.  People are used to seeing me, 
watching as we do errands or go for coffee.  They give us a wave and 
yell “Hi, Smiley, Hi Gus”  Papa waves and I get excited.  I stay close to 
Papa at home when he isn’t feeling to well.  We both nap then during 
the day.

Grammy goes to work in an office.  I stay at home with her when she 
isn’t working.  A dog can’t play favorites you know.  I know where she is 
at in the house and yard at all times.

I am her personal trainer.  If she isn’t ready to go for a walk when I 
think she should. I take her a shoe and my leash.  She laughs, pets me, 
and usually we head out the door. I like to be in the kitchen when she 
is cooking.  Have you heard of the “5 second rule” if food falls on the 
floor? Grammy laughs and says it doesn’t work if you have a “2 second 
dog”!

I am a real show off  for special people.  When the Grandchildren, 
Josie and Preston come over I have to race around, bounce, and let 
them know how delighted I am to see them.  They play with me, you 
know tug-a-war, fetch, ball, catch me if you can, dress up, and going 
for walks.  Then there are quiet times as we snuggle and read books or 
watch television.  They have a big dog Allie and we play together.
Grammy thinks I need to know my manners and be obedient.  It is 
tough to learn.  I now can heel like a champ and working on sit.  She 
gives me treats and says I am doing great.  We are working on “come”, 
I still shave problems with 
that.  Next year she said we 
will enter the obedience class 
at the fair.

My family wants to say “Thank 
You” and Blessing to all of you 
for your work with  Australian 
Terrier Rescue”.  My life is great 
and I am a happy little dog 
now.  If you ever in the Sand-
hills of Nebraska think about 
me “Gus” and how wonderful 
my life is because of you.

Australian Terrier Rescue
Gus
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National Winners Photos 

Best of Breed 
 GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon

Best of Opposite  
CH Rybas Diamond In The Rough

Winners Dog/Best of Winners 
Aka Inu Currado

Reserve Winners Dog 
Wild West’s Mac Attack

SEL Dog/ Best Owner/Handler  
CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba

AOM 
 CH Tidewalker’s Diamond Glory

SEL Bitch 
CH Temora Almost Famous

AOM/Best Veteran 
 GCH CH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover

Winners Bitch 
Crestwoods Leading Lady
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Best Futurity Dog 
CH Ryba’s The Diamond Merchant

Best of Opposite in Sweeps 
 Temora Redi When You Are

AOM 
CH Brandywine’s Troublemaker

Best Futurity Bitch 
Temora Redi When You Are

Best Veteran in Sweeps 
  GCH CH Dreamtime’s Latin Lover

Best In Sweeps 
Aka Inu Currado

Best Brace 
CH Dreamtime’s Bollywood Kanti 
CH Tidewalker’s Diamond Glory

Stud Dog 
GCH CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo

Brood Bitch 
CH Temora American Maid
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Old Dog Tales

The first six months after puppy comes home are critical in shaping the 
relationship between puppy and family. Lapses and mistakes here can 
take months to fix, and families often do not have the time, persis-
tence, or inclination to repair companionship-gone-wrong. Thus a trip 
to the shelter or rescue group with a tale of woe and a plea to find this 
“good dog but he . . . “ a new home, a trip often followed a week or 
month or year later with purchase or adoption of another dog and a 
new beginning on the same path.

It’s easy to blame the puppy or the breed - Labs are really too energetic 
or terriers are too nippy or “We only took this puppy because he was 
free,” but the truth is that almost any dog can be suitable for almost 
any family if the family is willing and able to spend the time and en-
ergy on the first six months.

Many of the early problems in puppy training occur because of the 
persistence of an old belief that dogs are not ready for training until 
they are six months old. Other problems occur because owners excuse 
puppy behavior that is likely to become unacceptable dog behavior.

Wrong!

Puppies are ready to learn when they are born. Training merely formal-
izes the learning so that the family and the puppy can get along and 
build a bond that lasts a lifetime. The trick is to teach and reward ap-
propriate behaviors and squelch inappropriate behaviors so that Sassy 
or Tiger becomes the dog of your dreams - faithful, well-mannered, 
playful, obedient, a joy to live with and brag about.

New Puppies

New puppy care is relatively easy if tiring. Just get the little guy outside 
to relieve himself, feed him three times a day, and put him in the 
crate to sleep. He doesn’t really need a leash because he can’t run fast 
enough to get away, he’s fun to play with because he’ll chase the ball 
and act ferocious, he’s ready to lick your face at a moment’s notice, and 
he’s sooooo cute when he’s asleep.

Christmas puppies reach the terrible three-month stage about the 
end of January, and then the troubles begin. At three months, most 
puppies can run faster than most kids and many adults. As the days 
and weeks pass, they begin to assert some independence that may 
translate to growling if a toddler approaches the food bowl or a grade 
school youngster tries to retrieve a stolen action figure.

By four months, the pooch is agile enough to slip out the door when 
the kids come home from school and big enough to knock a nine-year-
old on his backside. He may also be bold enough to steal snacks from 
tiny hands or from the table. By five months, a big-breed puppy is large 
enough and strong enough to drag even older kids and small adults - if 
they are lucky enough or foolish enough to clip a leash to the collar.

By six months, the pup may have destroyed the furniture in his teeth-
ing frenzy, eaten a dozen pairs of socks, ruined bedspreads and stuffed 
toys and carpets, and required a couple of trips to the vet for intestinal 
upsets caused by his destructive activities. By this time, the kids may 
be afraid of the growing pup, Mom may be disgusted with his antics, 
and Dad may be ready to ship him out as an economic measure.

All this trouble can be avoided if the pup is trained from the moment 
he arrives in the home. And it can become a thing of the past if appro-
priate remedies are applied. In other words, those Christmas puppies 
can be well on the way to becoming loyal, affectionate, and obedient 
family pets by Easter with a modicum of persistence, a change in focus, 
and a determination to save the relationship.

Control

While almost any dog can be suitable for almost any family, chances 
of building a strong bond are increased if people select a breed or 
mix suitable for their character and circumstances. Active families will 
be happier with active dogs; neat families will be happier with dogs 
that don’t shed and drool; and quiet, shy families will be happier with 
mild-mannered breeds that need only moderate exercise. However, if a 
mistake has been made in the selection of a breed, all is not lost. With 
flexibility and determination, there’s no need to give the pet away or to 
doom him to the backyard or the animal shelter.

It is up to the adults in the family to exert control over the relationship 
with the puppy. Control is physical and mental. Physical control in-
volves guiding the puppy to do the right thing or placing him in a posi-
tion to do the right thing. It does not mean spanking him with a hand 
or object when he makes a mistake. Mental control means developing 
a relationship with the puppy that clearly places you in the role of 
leader. If you have mental control, the puppy looks to you for approval 
and obeys your commands.

Pawsitive Tips
The First Six Months

Puppies Are Never Too Young To Learn
by Norma Bennett Woolf
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Control Is Established In A Number Of Ways

With a leash and collar: Even if Sassy couldn’t possibly run fast enough 
to escape, she should learn to wear a collar and leash when she is less 
than three months old. If she pulls on the leash, you can change direc-
tion and coax her to follow you. Make it a game. Let her chase you; if 
she’s a pantleg-grabber, distract her with a toy or treat. Don’t drag her 
around; make it fun to be with you and she’ll learn quickly.

With food: Feed Tiger at least twice a day. Teach him to sit before you 
put the bowl on the floor by holding it above his head. When he tips 
his head to look up, his haunches will hit the floor. Praise him and 
quickly put the bowl down. If he stands up too soon, have someone 
hold him gently in sitting position while you put the bowl down. Treats 
are great training aids for puppies. Just make sure that Tiger obeys a 
command before getting his treat.

With a crate: Crates are dog rooms, not dog prisons. They are safe ha-
vens for a tired or sick puppy and a necessity for putting puppy out of 
harm’s way. Crates protect furniture and carpets from puppy damage 
when you are not home. And crates are great relievers of frustration - 
when Misty is running amok and the kids are screaming that she stole 
their cookies and you just discovered a pile of feces in the corner, it’s 
great to send her to her room until she calms down and you get things 
under control.

With companionship: A dog that travels with its family is a dog that 
has good manners out of necessity. And a well-mannered dog is a joy 
to take along on trips to the kids’ soccer game or the park or a family 
picnic or even a vacation. On the other hand, a dog that is banished 
to the back yard or the garage because it is ill-mannered generally 
becomes more so out of boredom, loneliness, and lack of direction.

With formal training: Obedience training has lost its mystique in 
recent years. No longer the sole province of Hollywood trainers and 
show competitors, obedience training has been modernized and 
adapted for family pets. Dog training clubs and schools exist in just 
about every nook and cranny of the country. Kennel clubs and breed 
clubs offer assistance to pet owners and provide literature about se-
lecting a breed and breeder and training a puppy at hundreds of dog 
shows throughout the country. Many animal shelters offer counseling 
services and obedience classes to help prevent or solve problems so 
that families can develop a solid relationship with their pets. And doz-
ens of books are available to help owners understand puppy behavior 
and train pets at home.

By spay or neuter surgery: Dogs that are spayed or neutered tend to 
be less aggressive and to stay at home. Sterilization also reduces the 
occurrence of certain cancers. However, be aware that the early (before 
six-to-eight months) sterilization that has recently become popular 
with shelters and some veterinarians can lead to physical problems for 
the dog in later life because they reduce the action of hormones that 
are important for appropriate growth.

Keep The Dog You Have

When the bond between man and pet fails to blossom or breaks down, 
dogs frequently end up in an animal shelter. Many young dogs surren-
dered to shelters are euthanized because they have behavior problems 
that need never have developed. They are runaways or chewers or 
nippers or growlers or barkers or domineering or fearful or just plain 
difficult to control. Sometimes they are adopted by families that can 
deal with the behaviors, but often they are returned to the shelter 
because the new owners are as frustrated as those who surrendered 
the pooch in the first place. And most often, these dogs are euthanized 
before they get a chance at a new home.

The trick to a fantastic long-term relationship with a dog is to prevent 
bad behaviors from developing and to train away bad behaviors that 
have formed. The first six months are crucial to achieve that end.

Copyright 2015 by Canis Major Publications. 
All rights reserved. 
Used by permission 
www.canismajor.com
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I enjoyed another super trip over to Chat-
tanooga to attend your Australian Terrier 
Club Specialty. I love to see so many 
Australian terriers, all having a lovely time 
together, like their owners. My trip last 
year was such a tonic to me and this year 
was nearly as good. My husband notices 

how happy and relaxed I become when I am with you.

My trip over was fine, but a bit daunting arriving at Atlanta on my own 
late at night, but Groome transport got me safely to the Chattanooga 
Choo Choo hotel. What a wonderful historic place! Going up those 
steps into a wonderful reception area. I could imagine how it was back 
in the Victorian and Edwardian eras with all the hustle and bustle of a 
large important train station. I was then 
whisked off by Groome transport to hotel 
block 3 (some called cell block 3!) for my 7 
night stay. The grandeur of the reception 
area and restaurant, with the beautifully 
laid out garden alongside the Chattanoo-
ga Choo Choo train and carriages set the 
scene for a super week ahead. Our sleep-
ing area had been built in the 1970’s when the property was converted 
into a hotel and it was getting a bit dated, but fine for the short time 
we were there. 

The first morning going to breakfast on my own is always a bit daunt-
ing, but I need not have worried. As I got out of the front door of our 
accommodation block I was greeted by Carol Sazama with a lovely 
welcoming hug and I was back with my American Aussie friends again. 
We shared a golf buggy to travel to the restaurant for breakfast, where 
I was greeted with many more hugs. I was introduced to grit and a 
white sauce on chicken, but no waffle maker this time.

I attended the Mentors’ Corner 
and Breed Seminar for Visiting 
Judges. Although I judge Austra-
lian terriers at championship level, 
giving challenge certificates to 
make up champions and judged 
them at Crufts in 2004, there 
is always something one can 
learn or contribute. I am always 

impressed with the way this is presented and the amount of work Jane 
Tenor and her team must do. Kerrie Bryan gave me your DVD on The 
Australian Terrier – A Presentation for Judges by The Australian Terrier 
Club of America. Your breed standard is very similar to ours except for 
the length of the tail, as we are no longer able to dock it. One of the 
reasons why I stopped showing our lovely breed. Perhaps that is why 
I love coming over to see 74 Aussies entered at one show, the major-
ity with docked tails! We are holding a breed seminar in Britain for 
prospective judges in February and I have come away with some very 
useful tips.

Our welcoming night at the Pennsylvania station was certainly a great 
welcome. We were presented with a ‘goody bag’ with paws on it, full of 
goodies. We had a small note pad depicting the Aussie and the club, 
home-made biscuits for ourselves and biscuits for the dogs, Moon Pie 
– a marshmallow biscuit made locally since 1917, plus maps and

information on Chattanooga. I was very impressed with our name 
badges. It had ‘All aboard for the 2015 ATCA National Specialty Chatta-
nooga, Tennessee’ with the front of a train and paw print – very clever. 
There was also a list of all the food I had ordered for the week, plus a 
little fish and cheesecake dish that I ordered for the Annual banquet. 
So much thought and work had gone into this. I was very impressed. 
The one thing that was not good that evening was the weather. I am 
not used to and do not like too much heat. It was extremely hot and 
close, the hotel did not seem to have the air conditioning working in 
our reception room. The atmosphere was just unbearable and many of 
us left early to get back to our rooms with air conditioning. There were 
thunder storms over night with very spectacular lightning and thunder 
which cleared the air for a very pleasant warm week ahead.

The next day I attended the Education Day with Dr Carmen Battaglia 
talking on the subject of ‘Structure and Movement’ and ‘Pedigree 
Analysis’. What a speaker! He captivated me straight away with his say-
ing –‘Those who don’t read have no advantage over those who can’t!’ 
Very true, my mother used to read a lot and was very knowledgeable 
on horses, dogs and the world at large. Regrettably, I am a very slow 
reader, being very, very slightly dyslexic and left handed, I tend not 
to read more than is really necessary. He was obviously a great lover 
of dogs, German Shepherds in particular and had spent his whole 
life studying, aiming to breed a better dog. I grew up with German 
Shepherds and still admire them. My mother had a number of breeds 
during her life, but they are still one of my favorites. A lot of what Dr 
Bottaglia said reminded me so much of the ‘words of wisdom’ from my 
mother, I wish I had listened more to her now!

I do not intend on breeding show dogs for the future, but I hope those 
that do listened to Dr Bottaglia’s wise words. I can see why now my 
mother used to spend so may hours studying pedigrees, talking about 
line-breeding, inter-breeding and out crosses. We imported a bitch in 
whelp from the Australian Tahee kennels and the pedigree of the pup-
pies was line-bred. We had seven puppies, three became champions, 
one was exported to Scandinavia and although the others were good 
enough to show went to pet homes because we could not keep and 
show them all.

Dr Battaglia told us how to evaluate the litter, when picking a puppy 
and get to know your puppy first before deciding on the one to keep. 
Look at them individually and study their nature. He explained how he 
had improved his breeding by working with a vet and having puppy 
parties. He advised us how we should prepare our puppy for the show 
ring and went into a lot of the show terms used wrongly. He explained 
about ‘ringside judging’ and how we should always sit in line with 
dogs moving up and down to assess front and back movement. This is 
a thing I always try to do, but was surprised we did not have a queue 
of spectators trying to do this at the Futurity later that day! The most 
amusing comment was when he explained about the person ‘ringside’ 
judging who does not really notice most dogs and just remarks how 
wonderful the one they do look at is. I know someone just like that, 
who never really looks at the dogs in the ring, but is first to say how 
wonderful they are and they judge Aussies!

I was intrigued with the breeding of ‘super dogs’. Those dogs used in 
airports and battle, the more trainable, smarter and healthier dogs. I 
was amazed to learn about the dogs that go to war wearing cameras 
and telephones strapped to their backs. They can go up to 2 miles

ANOTHER TRIP ACROSS 
THE POND! by Felicity James
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away at night and are 50%  ‘smarter’ than the average dog. In the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania they train their dogs to know where their back 
legs are, to help in the future work they will undertake.  

The Futurity classes were judged by our show chairman and corre-
sponding secretary – Marilyn Harban. The Best Dog winner was Sue 
Bachman and Teressa Schreeder’s Ch Ryba’s The Diamond Merchant 
and Best Bitch Judy O’Brien and Julie Seaton’s Temora Redi When You 
Are. The Sweepstakes followed with Michael Koss judging. He picked 
Kim Occhiuhis Aka Inu Currado as his best Sweepstakes and best 
opposite sex was Judy O’Brien and Julie Seaton’s Temora Redi When 
You Are.  He judged the dogs in a different way to what I have seen 
before. After judging them in the usual manner, he then moved them 
all individually and brought them into the centre of the ring, walking 
around them. Some people in this country would say he took long, but 
at an event like this time is not an issue.

I spent an enjoyable evening playing cards and drinking her favorite 
tipple with Marge Reignier and her mates. I soon learnt the game, but 
did not win. Perhaps next year!

I had a lift from Carole 
Larsen to the Specialty 
held at Camp Jordan, 
hosted by the Chattanoo-
ga Kennel Club. A lovely 
site with all facilities. The 
rally and obedience was 

held on rather long, wet grass, which was a disadvantage to some 
dogs. Carole’s dog, along with others, was disqualified for deciding 
to go to the toilet whilst in the ring. There were so many interesting 
smells around. Linda More judged the Specialty, a very thorough judge 
who took a long time making up her mind on the final winners. Being 
a specialty, she had the time to do this, but some in our country would 
again have said she was 
rather slow. Her Best 
Australian Terrier was Ju-
lie Seaton’s CGH Temora 
Say it with Bacon. Best 
of Winners was Kim Oc-
chiuh’s Aka Inu CurradoI 
and Best Opposite Sex 
Marge Reignier’s Crest-
woods Leading Lady. I 
did notice she was well 
up to speed when judging other groups at the Chattanooga Kennel 
Club during the next couple of days. It is nice to have that extra time at 
special breed shows to really get into the breed.

I am still amazed at the length the American exhibitor go to get a show 
dog ready for the show ring. All the bathing and preparation on the 
day. They have to get there so early with so much equipment. I love 
watching the Rally, Obedience and Agility classes, with all the different 
breeds taking part. Aussies, being terriers, are clever but not naturally 

the most obedient of 
dogs and I love watch-
ing how long it takes 
them to sit! It is such 
a lovely idea of going 
into Rally, Obedience 
and Agility when their 
showing career comes 
to an end. I watched 
the coursing this year 
and how breeds not 
known for coursing 
have a go. 

The Annual Meeting and banquet took place in the evening. Speeches 
were kept short and presentations were made. We had a very enter-
taining lady auctioneer who did a grand job auctioneering various 
memorabilia. Lyn Bell of the UK Belyndi kennels had sent over a basket 
of lovely goodies to auction in memory of Esther Krom. Lyn was a great 
friend of Esther and imported several dogs from her. My last Australian 
terrier, Sydney, who I had to have put down in the spring at the age 
of fifteen and a half, was from Lyn and went back to my own breeding 
and also Esther’s.

On Saturday Carole and I spent a wonderful day being tourists in and 
around Chattanooga. We get on so well together, have a similar sense 
of humour and appreciate the same things in life. We are both country 
people, she has her vintage tractors, I live on a farm with modern trac-
tors, being involved in agricultural shows and ploughing matches. We 
are both interested in seeing local places and their history. We went 
up Lookout Mountain and into Point 
Park, picking a wonderful sunny day 
for views over the Tennessee River and 
beyond. The New York monument, set in 
the middle of the park named those that 
died in the American civil war in that 
area. Although we did not have time to 
see the re-enactment of the Battle for 
Chattanooga, I learnt a lot about the Civil 
War. It lasted from 1861 to 1865 at the 
cost of 625,000 lives. There was a signifi-
cant battle at Chattanooga in November 
1863 when Commander Grant of the 
Federals defeated Commander Bragg of 
the Confederates, with 12,500 lives lost. There was also a large battle 
at nearby Chickamauga with 34,624 lives lost. I watched a programme 
on the TV the same night of Confederate Union Commander Robert E. 
Lee surrendering to Union Commander Ulysses S. Grant at Appomat-
tox Court House on 9th April 1865. A very sombre event, the coming 
together of two great men who truly admired each other. Had the situ-
ation been different, they could have well been great friends.

Carole and I then travelled across the other side of the Tennessee River 
to Signal Point to another wonderful view across the river and up the 
Grand Canyon of the river. We found it hard to believe how they could 
use to communicate from one mountain to another by waving a rela-
tively small flag and looking through binoculars. We read the instruc-
tions and it was similar to Morse code.

Then we went to The International 
Towing & Recovery Hall of Fame & 
Museum. Carole’s partner, being 
an ex-trucker driver, was ‘gutted’. 
I found the whole exhibition very 
interesting being amazed how 
many women and people from the 
UK were involved in the Towing & 
Recovery organization. There had 

just been a special presentation that day and we were given ‘goody 
bags’. Inside was a pack of cards with lorry makes on them, a moon pie 
and a biscuit cutter of a truck 
recovery vehicle.  I hope Car-
ole is making full use of her 
biscuit cutter when baking for 
her partner. It certainly was a 
different souvenir for me to 
take home. We tried to find 
the US National Cemetery. We 
saw it but could not get close 
enough to obtain entry. 
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In the evening we had the Aussie BBQ at the Pennsylvania station, 
it was indoors, but the food was excellent. I had a chat with fellow 
President of the Aussie club, Alexa Samarotto and others I had not had 
chance to speak to before. 

The next day I got a lift to the showground from Rita Farmer, who very 
kindly gave me a green ‘bait bag’ with the Chattanooga Choo Choo on 
the front. I watched the 75 Aussies being judged by Frank Washabaugh 
and proceeded to watch as many other breeds being judged as I could. 
I am very interested in all types of dogs, especially the breeds that are 
different to those in the UK. I was particularly taken by a Spanish Water 
Dog, who was Ch Timber Oaks Jingo Jango. He was the only one of 
his breed present, but he was real class! I managed to watch as much 
group judging as possible and was pleased my ‘ringside judging’ was 
very similar to the top wins. 

In the evening 17 of us went out to the Terminal Building for dinner. I 
was educated in American dining including the choice of beers. This 
was the time for final good byes of hugs and good wishes. A lot of 
exhibitors had already gone home and the rest went on their way the 
next day.

On Monday there was only Scott Pruter and I left, so we decided to go 
sight-seeing. We met up with Nancy Barnes and her family and cruised 
the Tennessee River with her family. She is a lovely woman, not only 
does she raise foster children she takes in rescue Australian Terriers. 

The commentator on 
the Southern Belle 
riverboat, gave us a full 
rundown of the area’s 
history, which I found 
particularly interesting. 

We then went up Lookout Mountain to Ruby Falls and got free entry, as 
Nancy’s daughter, Rebecca worked there. This was a 145 foot waterfall 
inside the mountain. I have been in quite a few caves, including our 
own local Cheddar Gorge caves and 
Wookey hole, but never seen a waterfall 
quite like that before.

Thank you to you all for again help-
ing me have such a wonderful time. A 
special thank you to those who took 
me around, looked after me and gave 
me small gifts. All you Americans are so 
kind and generous, even the hotel staff. 
I must mention the driver of Groome 
transport who took me back to Atlanta. 
He told me all about the whole area and 
its history whilst we travelled together. 
I also heard his life history and all about his family including his 36 
year old grandson. When entering Atlanta we were travelling 80 MPH 

in the outside lane of an eight lane 
motorway, quite an experience for a 
country girl from UK. I was so sorry 
Julie Seaton had a fall and hurt her 
leg badly so early on in the event. It 
certainly looked ghastly, but seems 
to be improving slowly. I was given 
the ‘Save the Date!’ card for the 76th 
Australian Terrier Club of America 
June 22nd to 26th 2016 at Long 
Beach, California. It is pinned up on 
my message board in the kitchen and 
already marked in my diary. So I hope 
to return again. 

In my work as an agility instructor, I find that the use of quotations and 
sayings does two valuable things: It brings some humor to the teach-
ing process, and it gives students key phrases to help them remember 
specific handling theories. Here are a few that I use.

Playing and training are synonymous.

Training should not be “work.” Work is what you do during the week 
so you can afford the entry fees for agility trials. Think of training as an 
extension of play, or as a series of interrelated tricks. Then you and your 
dog will have enjoyable, productive training sessions. This is not to 
say, of course, that your training is not hard work. I am exhausted after 
training my dogs. Using both your physical and mental “muscles” can 
be draining, but it should also be invigorating. Both you and your dog 
should prosper emotionally from your practice sessions.

Be proactive, not reactive.

One of the biggest differences between ineffective handlers and great 
handlers is the ability of the latter to predict what their dogs will do in 
almost any handling situation. This allows them to mentally prepare 
ahead of time for how the dog might respond in most agility sequenc-
es.

When you walk the course before competition, you need to do that 
sort of mental preparation. In some cases, you may even be able to 
memorize the body-language signals and verbal commands you will 
give your dog. Anticipating your dog’s responses allows you to be 
proactive as you guide her through the obstacles with well-timed com-
mands, instead of reacting after she has made an incorrect or time-
wasting move that you could have planned in advance to prevent. 
Create the paths you want your dog to take; do not just follow the 
paths she takes on her own.

continued on page 43....
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3. Getting to compete
As I have mentioned in previous articles, Jack has competed in rally 
before. We were entered in three days of rally competition in hopes 
of completing his Rally Novice title. This was Lily’s first competition 
ever. I entered her in three days of Beginner Novice Obedience. The 
first day of competition was an extra challenge for everyone as the 
grass was very tall and very wet. Our precious Aussies of course did 
not want to get their coats wet and there was reluctance to lie in the 
grass by almost every dog. Additionally with the grass that tall, it was 
very tempting to urinate on the course, with 3 dogs NQing for it. We 
were all thankful that the grass was mowed for the other two days 
of competition. The judges in rally and obedience were great. They 
were patient with all of us as we struggled with the wet course, and 
as a new competitor with Lily, they were both very encouraging and 
congratulatory.

I always have a ton of fun competing with my dogs. I am there to 
build the relationship with them, and if I’m lucky come away with 
good scores. I was very proud of both Lily and Jack, as they both won 
all 6 of their runs and both got their first AKC titles. What was really 
special was their wins and qualifying scores won them some very cool 
Australian Terrier swag. I ended up with two plates, some medallions, 
bags, leads and key chains. I think every Aussie owner can relate to 
the disappointment in trying to find breed specific items. I am looking 
forward to displaying these prominently in my home!

Nationals was a great experience for this first timer. I hope to continue 
competition with both my dogs, and be even further along for the 
next time Nationals rolls around. I didn’t realize what a fun experience 
it would be, and am so glad I went! I encourage anyone, whether they 
have conformation dogs or not, to attend if they are able and get to 
celebrate our awesome Aussies!

My First Nationals
Even though I have owned Aussies for 20+ years, this is the first time 
I’ve had the opportunity to attend Nationals. Living in Knoxville, I was 
able to drive to Chattanooga for all three days of competition. I was 
also fortunate to have my Mom drive up from Atlanta each day to 
help me handle my dogs. I can break down my Nationals into three 
highlights:

1. Meeting new people
There is an instant camaraderie with Aussie owners. I really enjoyed 
getting to meet some of the owners and breeders that I’ve commu-
nicated with on Facebook but never actually met in person. My first 
Aussie’s breeder, Susan Saulvester was there and came out to watch 
me compete with Jack and Lily. She also helped me adopt Jack. One 
of the most special parts of the weekend was that I won the Australian 
Terrier rally high score plate that she sponsored. To have that connec-
tion, and then get the award somehow seemed meant to be. I also got 
to watch Lily’s breeder, Julie Seaton, and a number of dogs from her 
kennel compete. All of the other owners in the rally and obedience 
competition were extremely supportive and I enjoyed watching them 
and their dogs compete. Getting to chat with them about their history 
with the breed and cheer each other on was great. I really appreciated 
how complimentary they were of Jack, who as a rescue doesn’t look 
like the breed standard, but of course is my best friend nonetheless. I 
came away from the weekend with new friends to add to my Austra-
lian Terrier network!

2. Seeing lots of Aussies
I have never seen so 
many Aussies in my 
life, and boy was it 
cool! Watching con-
formation and seeing 
each dog’s personality 
come out in the ring 
was something I’ve 
never experienced 
up close. I have seen 
one or two Aussies 
compete before, but 

to see over 80 really blew my mind. My Mom and I liked pointing out 
dogs that reminded us of the five Aussies we’ve owned so far. I was im-
pressed with how nice the dogs can look with careful grooming, since 
mine are au naturale with the exception of some minor trimming. 

Lily’s breeder had a number of dogs in the competition including Lily’s 
sister, Fleurie. Meeting Fleurie, it was amazing how many similari-
ties she has to her sister: from the way she stretches out when she 
lays down to the way they can balance and dance on their back legs. 
Fleurie and her owner Dana had a very successful weekend. I told Lily 
if we had her groomed like a show dog, she could look that cute too. 
Introducing Lily to her sister, I can’t say they remember each other as 
Fluerie let out a little growl and Lily loves mostly any person or dog 
she meets. I wonder if Lily and Jack realized that all of these new dogs 
they met look like them? 

The Adventures of Jack & Lil
Heather has owned Australian Terriers for over 20 years and she currently has two Aussies named Jack and Lily. Jack and Lily, while they are not involved in 
showing, share many other adventures with Heather. Jack is a three year old rescue and competes in rally obedience. He enjoys trying new activities like scent 
discrimination and because Heather works at a pet product company, he is able to come to work with her every day. Lily is still a puppy and spends her days 
romping at day camp with her friends. She has been in numerous photo and video shoots for pet products and loves being a star.
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This means business attire such as a suit or modest dress.  The dog 
must be owned by the junior themselves, or by a family/household 
member and be AKC eligible in Conformation.  This would include 
dogs with PAL/IPL, Full or Limited statuses.   No bitches in season can 
be shown.  Substitutions are allowed if a dog meets the above criteria.  
The price for entering a junior show can vary, and some kennel clubs 
will offer it for free.  

Entering a junior show is easy!  Once the junior has a Junior Handling 
number, they are all set.  The AKC junior classes are divided by skill 
and experience.  Any junior just starting out will automatically enter 
the Novice Class, which is for those who have not earned 3 first place 
awards.  Once they receive their 3 awards, they will move to the Open 
Class.  They remain in this class until they receive 10 first place awards.  
Once this is achieved, they will compete in the Master Class.  Only 
those first place awards where there is competition present count to-
wards the total number of awards.  The Master Class awards will ‘reset’ 
each year based on the deadline for entering Eukanuba (late October 
usually), and those juniors in the Master Class will then revert back 
to the Open Class until they once again achieve their 10 first place 
awards.  Each class can be subdivided based on age, with the junior 
being ages 9-12, intermediate ages 12-15, and senior ages 15-18.  The 
UKC breaks the ages into Pee Wee (age 2-4), sub junior (4-6), pre-junior 
(6-8), junior (8-13), and senior (13-18).  The UKC offers a point system 
based on participation and ranking.  The ultimate recognition is to be 
invited to compete on a national level.  For the AKC, it is Eukanuba.  
The junior must achieve 5 first place awards between the previous 
October and current October as well as have a GPA of 3.0 or better to 
be invited.   The UKC offers a National Top Junior Invitational annually 
to those who are at the top of their class.

As the parent of a junior, I have always been curious about the mission 
and rules of the junior ring.  In this edition, I will introduce our readers 
to the history of junior handling, as well as demystify what happens in 
the junior ring and beyond.  Enjoy!   

One thing I’ve learned is that Junior Showmanship starts early!  Our 
ring is usually one of the first to get going each day.  The benefit is 
that I usually get a good parking spot, and first pick at the coffee and 
donuts.  However, my daughter and I are not the first ones to ar-
rive.  I often see juniors practicing and grooming their dogs while we 
are pulling into our parking space.  The juniors are a dedicated and 
enthusiastic group who enjoy their dogs and learn a great deal from 
the competition the ring provides.  The AKC endorses the program 
thru their charter statement, which reads:  “The AKC will take whatever 
actions necessary to protect and assure the continuation of the sport 
of purebred dogs”.  Thru support for junior handling in conformation 
and performance events, juniors have a variety of activities they can 
choose from that will suit their interests and abilities.

The history of Junior Handling dates back to the late 1920’s, and is 
attributed to the desires of Mr. Leonard Brumby Sr. and friends to 
encourage juniors in the sport.  He worked to have the first junior class 
held at the Westbury Kennel Association show in 1932.  In 1949, the 
Professional Handlers Association donated a trophy in honor of Mr. 
Brumby at the Westminster Kennel Club show.  The trophy is still the 
most sought after trophy awarded to junior handlers today.  Following 
this, there was a title change from Children’s Handling to Junior Show-
manship in 1951, and formal recognition by the AKC in 1971.  In 1999, 
the program was expanded to include performance events as well.  
The AKC awards approximately 40 scholarships each year totaling 
$100,000 annually to juniors who show dedication in career choices 
associated with the sport of dogs.

The first thing a junior needs to enter the Junior Showmanship 
program is an interest in dogs!  They should be encouraged to attend 
a show or two, and watch the junior competitions they might be 
interested in.  They should talk to other juniors who are competing 
to find out what the sport is like, and be encouraged to ask questions 
freely.  Many local dog clubs will offer classes and welcome juniors to 
participate.  There they can begin to learn the basics of handling and 
caring for a dog.  If they are planning to enter any competition the 
AKC or UKC offers, they will need to register with the appropriate orga-
nization and obtain a Junior Handling number.  AKC Junior events are 
open to boys and girls age 9 thru 18.  The UKC has programs for those 
ages 2 thru 18.  Many juniors also participate in 4H events program, 
which is generally inclusive of all ages.  Either way, a junior of nearly 
any age can find something fun to do with their dog in a supportive 
environment.

The purpose of Junior Showmanship is threefold.  It is to 1) Develop 
handling skills, 2) Learn good sportsmanship, and 3) Learn dogs and 
dog showing.  The junior is judged based on their ability to present a 
dog within that breed’s format.  The quality of the junior is judged, not 
that of the dog.  Therefore, there are no ‘points’ awarded to the dog in 
the junior ring.  The junior is expected to dress and conduct them-
selves appropriately in the ring, and present a well-groomed dog. 

The Next Generation....
Juniors are important to the future of the sport of dogs and responsible dog ownership, and the more they learn, the more valuable 
they become. We felt it is important to showcase our Juniors  here and around the world. To help in that endeavor, we are starting a 
new series hosted by Mary Ellis, the mother of one of our Juniors here in the USA!
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The judge’s role in the junior ring is to introduce and encourage 
juniors to participate in the sport of dogs, and to provide a meaning-
ful competition in which they can learn, practice and improve their 
skills.  Anyone can become qualified to be a junior judge for AKC 
sponsored events, including parents.  The UKC has similar criteria.  
The judge will evaluate the junior solely based on the ability and skill 
of the junior handling the dog in the ring.  The judge’s routine will 
be similar to what they would expect when judging conformation 
otherwise.  The junior will be asked to present their dog for examina-
tion, and each judge usually likes to watch this entire process for each 
dog.  Therefore, it can take longer to accomplish this in the junior ring 
than it would in the regular class ring.  The junior will show the bite, 
which will usually be asked of them as they progress thru the classes.  
The judge is expected to be consistent between juniors, and each 
junior will perform the same routine.  Juniors are allowed to ask the 
judge questions after the event in an attempt to receive constructive 
feedback on their performance.  In the UKC events, they are asked 
questions about anatomy and features of their dog as well.

Specific questions the judge must answer when determining awards 
include:  Is the dog responsive to the handler?  Do the dog and han-
dler work as a team?  Is the dog under control?  Is the dog posed and 
interested?  Does the dog move correctly?  Are the dogs faults mini-
mized?  Is the junior crowding other handlers?  Does the junior show 
courtesy to other handlers?   Is the dog and handler relaxed (THIS IS 
ALWAYS A TOUGH ONE FOR US!), and is the procedure completed with 
the minimum of effort?  The expectation is that the junior is confident, 
businesslike, and attentive.  For the junior that is able to demonstrate 
this, it is truly a work of art and a tremendous accomplishment in my 
mind.  I have watched countless competitions and observed how 
difficult it is to achieve all of this.  My compliments go to those judges 
that truly take the time and show the interest in helping our juniors to 
practice these skills.  

For those who prefer the performance events such as obedience, agil-
ity, rally, herding, barn hunt, or lure coursing, the AKC offers a Junior 
Recognition Program.  The same rules apply in that the dog must 
be AKC eligible in conformation, and the junior must be registered 
and hold a junior handling number.  The junior receives a certificate 
of completion for their efforts.  The majority of the certificates are 
granted in agility and obedience.  There is an obedience Junior Classic 
offered each year at Eukanuba for those juniors that qualify.  New 
to the offerings in the past 5 years is the AKC Agility Invitational at 
Eukanuba as well.

Junior showmanship is the future of our sport, no matter what event 
you prefer.  Please take the time to guide and mentor a junior today.  
Hope to see you ringside!

Point before you shoot.
Always tell your dog where she is going before you tell her what to 
do. The path or direction you want your dog to take is more important 
than the noun (for example, tire, tunnel, seesaw and so on) that you 
use to command the dog to the obstacle. In other words, you need 
to “steer” the dog through the course with verbal commands, such as 
come, out, turn, go on, left and right and, most of all, with your body 
language. If you “point” your shoulders and feet in the direction you 
want the dog to travel, you will be giving clear body-language direc-
tions. If you are running directly at a tunnel with your dog, and your 
body language says, “Take the tunnel,” but you make a mistake and say 
“tire” instead, very few dogs will go for the tire instead of the tunnel.

Save a foot, lose a leg.
If you can get to an obstacle by running there with your dog, do so! 
Look at the top handlers and you will see that most of the time they 
are relatively close to their dogs, ensuring that the dog is on the right 
path and changing directions as tightly, and therefore as quickly, as 
possible. Training from a distance has many benefits, and the well-
rounded dog can be handled that way when the course requires it. 
In most handling situations, though, you can tighten your turns (and 
increase your qualifying and winning percentages) by being with your 
dog at the critical parts of the course.

Run with intent.
Dave Blackshaw from England made this comment when he was 
teaching here in the United States. I have found it meaningful, and 
so have many others: If you intend to get somewhere on the course, 
or to accomplish a specific handling technique, or to run in a certain 
fashion, you will! When there is no intent, there is no purpose. If you 
are really clear in your own mind about exactly what your intent is, you 
will com municate it clearly to your dog.

Drop anchor.
Forward motion is important in agility, but it is just as important to 
know when to stop moving forward. The phrase “drop anchor” is just a 
fun way to remind yourself to put on the brakes when you need to get 
the dog to move toward you.

“Just the facts, ma’am.”
Be clear and concise in your commands. Keep Sgt. Joe Friday’s admo-
nition in mind: “Just the facts, ma’am.” Your dog will usually respond 
to crisp, sharp commands more quickly than to drawn-out, conversa-
tional, chatty commands.

Train away your weakness so you can compete to your 
strength.
Make a list of your and your dog’s weaknesses in agility, such as inabil-
ity to execute fast and accurate contacts from a distance, right-handed 
weaves, long lead-outs, or tight front crosses. Once you have identi-
fied these areas, plan how to train them away. Practice each specific 
weakness again and again. When your dog no longer drops the bar on 
a tight turn, you will have a new strength that will allow you to make 
tighter, faster turns.

Meat-and-potatoes handling is often best.
Sometimes you have to forget about all the tricky handling maneu-
vers. Stop looking at the course for places to make front crosses, blind 
crosses, lateral lead-outs and reverse-flow pivots (RFPs). Keep things 
simple. Just look for the shortest, straightest line in the most direct 
path between obstacles. Work every part of every obstacle. That’s 
what we call meat-and-potatoes handling. 
 
Reprinted with Permission 2015 
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What are Some of the Common Myths  
About Dog Training?
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there is no reason your puppy can’t start learning right away, and the 
sooner you start, the quicker your puppy will learn. It’s important to 
socialize your puppy as soon as possible as well to expose him to new 
people and things so he’ll grow up to be a behaviorally healthy and 
confident adult dog.

MYTH: That “positive reinforcement” training only works with small/
happy/regular dogs, not tough/large/obstinate/stubborn dogs.

REALITY: Using positive reinforcement primarily to train animals is the 
norm among exotic animal and marine mammal trainers. If you can 
train a large predator such as a killer whale or a tiger through concen-
trating on rewarding behaviors, there is no reason you can’t do the 
same with your dog regardless of his breed. Moreover, as our knowl-
edge of behavior is strengthened through research, the consensus is 
that using aversive training methods on fearful or aggressive dogs is 
more likely to lead to worse behaviors, whereas focusing on rewarding 
the animal and alleviating their fears and anxieties leads to more well-
adjusted dogs and stronger human-animal relationships.

MYTH: My dog does pulls on leash because he’s dominant, or, my dog 
jumps on me because he’s dominant, or my dog lays on the couch 
because he’s dominant, or my dog won’t let me clip his nail because 
he’s dominant, etc.

REALITY: The concept of “dominance” has been used to explain just 
about every inappropriate behavior in dogs that owners can pos-
sibly complain about. The problem is, the term dominance as is used 
by most dog owners today, and unfortunately some trainers still, 
is completely incorrect. Dominance describes a social relationship 
between two or more individuals. It is NOT a character trait. Despite 
what many people believe, dogs do not spend their time seeking to 
establish control over humans. If a dog jumps on you, it’s because 
he has not learned that this is an undesirable behavior. If he pulls on 
leash, he hasn’t been taught that he should walk closely beside you. 
If he doesn’t like being groomed, he most likely finds the brush and 
clippers uncomfortable or scary or both. The moral of the story is, if 
your dog is doing something you don’t like, forget about worrying 
about “dominance.” Instead decide what it is you want your dog to do 
instead, and then proceed to teach him that and reward him for doing 
it right. 

With the wide variety of dog trainers available and the differing skills and 
educational levels, you will no doubt encounter a diverse set of opinions 
when talking to trainers, reading their web sites and getting opinions 
from former clients, friends, and others. While the internet has been a 
great tool for education, it also has helped to propagate many myths 
about dog training. Here’s some of the common ones that you may hear 
in your search for a trainer.

MYTH: If a dog can’t learn a behavior, he is either stubborn, dominant, 
stupid, or a combination of the three.

REALITY: The truth is, dogs in many ways are just like people. Some 
dogs will pick things up very quickly and others will take more time 
and guidance. Often times when we as trainers see a dog having dif-
ficulty learning a task, it’s because the dog is not being communicated 
to in a way that the dog can understand. Other times they fail to learn 
a task because they are not properly instructed as to when they’ve 
done the behavior correctly and therefore have no way of knowing 
what you are asking of them . Always reward your dog for doing some-
thing right and use patience when demonstrating a desired behavior. 
If your dog still seems to have trouble learning something new, think 
about how you’ve been teaching the dog from the “dog’s point of 
view.” Think about how certain behaviors may not be as clearly taught 
as you thought they were, or if there are elements in the environment 
that might be causing your dog to become confused or distracted. Is 
the behavior too complex and perhaps needs to be broken up into 
smaller steps? Another possibility to consider is whether the dog is 
capable of physically learning a certain behavior - for example, a dog 
that has hip problems might find certain positions like “sit” uncomfort-
able.

MYTH: My dog knows he did something wrong because he looks 
guilty.

REALITY: Guilt is a human emotion and whether animals feel emo-
tions in the same way that humans do is subject to a great deal of 
debate among scientists! However, in terms of the “guilty look,” a re-
cent study at Barnard College in New York found that the “guilty” look 
people claim to see in their animals is entirely attributable to whether 
or not the person expected to see the look, regardless of whether or 
not their dog had actually done something to be “guilty” about. When 
a dog looks “guilty” it is because they are reacting to a change in our 
body language that tells them “something is wrong” and leads to body 
language on their part that “looks” worried and nervous to the human 
eye. In reality the dog has learned to exhibit these behaviors in order 
to appease humans who display angry or upset body language.

MYTH: A puppy has to be at least six months old to be trained.

REALITY: This myth originated from “old school” training where heavy 
collar corrections were used and therefore it was preferred that a dog 
be at least old enough to withstand wearing the collar and dealing 
with the pressure of collar corrections and punishment during training 
sessions. With today’s modern methods of training based on positive 
reinforcement and cooperation with your dog, there is no reason you 
can’t start working with your puppy as soon as you can! A puppy starts
learning the moment they are able to observe and relate to their en-
vironment. Unlike an adult dog, a puppy may have a shorter attention 
span and this will require more patience when teaching behaviors, but

M
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MYTH: My dog is urinating in the house because he’s angry that I left 
him alone.

REALITY: If your dog is urinating in the house, it can only be for one of 
a few possible reasons: 1) He has a medical condition such as a urinary 
tract infection or 2) He is suffering from extreme separation anxiety 
and is in distress. 3) You left him alone longer than you can reasonably 
expect your dog to hold his bladder. 4) He is not fully house trained. 
Dogs are simply not capable of the type of thought processes that 
would allow them to think that doing an action such as urinating in 
the house will get back at you for a perceived slight, no matter how 
much we’d like to believe that’s the case! If your dog isn’t fully house 
trained, sometimes its easier to go back and start at the beginning as 
if he is still a young puppy and make sure you are absolutely consis-
tent about supervising him in the house and rewarding him for going 
outside. Sometimes changes like moving to a new house can trigger 
confusion for you dog too. As a precaution you should take him to a 
veterinarian to rule out possible medical causes.

MYTH: You should never play tug of war because this creates aggres-
sion.

REALITY: Tug of war can be a great 
game to play with your dog as 
long as you do it properly! Dogs 
should learn that it’s never ok to 
put their teeth on your skin when 
grasping for the toy with their 
mouths, and they should learn to 
“drop” the toy on command when 
you’re ready to end the game. 
Using tug as a reinforcer instead 
of food is actually very common 
among many dog sports competitors and working dog trainers be-
cause dogs enjoy it so much!

MYTH: I shouldn’t use food to train because then I will always need 
food in hand to get my dog to do something.

REALITY: Your dog will only look for food in your hand in the future IF 
you do not fade out the food lures quickly.

MYTH: Using people food in training will make my dog beg at the 
table.

REALITY: Feeding your dog from the dining table will cause your dog 
to beg at the table, whether you feed the dog food from your own 
plate or from a bag of dog kibble. If you don’t want your dog to beg 
while you’re eating, teach him a “go to your place” command to show 
him that he needs to go hang out somewhere else in the house while 
you’re enjoying a meal.

MYTH: Dogs are descendents of wolves and therefore training should 
be based on how wolf packs interact with each other.

REALITY: Dogs are not wolves and there are many significant dif-
ferences between dog and wolf behavior such that wolf behavior is 
completely irrelevant to how we live and interact with our dogs. More-
over, when wolf behavior is mentioned as a model for dog training, 
the understanding of wolf behavior used is often incorrect and based 
on studies that have long since been disproven by research scientists 
who study wolves extensively.

Reprinted with Permission 2015 
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MYTH: Using food in training is bribery.

REALITY: While food can certainly be used to “bribe” a dog, the above 
sentence displays a fundamental lack of understanding of the laws 
of learning theory. When you are teaching an animal—any animal, 
including humans!—something new, there needs to be a motivation 
for “getting it right” and a signal that you’ve done so (a reward, or 
more correctly, a “reinforcement”.) In humans, this could be an A+ from 
a teacher, or a paycheck or bonus from your job! All animals “work” 
for reinforcements and dogs are no different. Trainers often use food 
simply because most dogs love food and find it worth working for, 
but we also can use toys, play, work, petting, happy talk and a whole 
variety of other things to reward our dogs. A reward/reinforcement is 
something that is presented to an animal in order to show them they 
got something right. A bribe is something that you give to an animal 
to get them to do something they already know how to do. 

MYTH: If you adopt an older dog, it won’t bond to you or learn new 
behaviors and how to live with a new family because “an old dog can’t 
learn new tricks.”

REALITY: You can train a dog, 
or any animal for that matter, at 
any age. However, keep in mind 
that the older an animal is and 
the longer they may have had re-
hearsed a behavior that you may 
now want to change. Because 
of this it may take a little longer 
to change that behavior. On the 
other hand, in some ways train-
ing an older dog can be easier 
than training a puppy. Older dogs 

are generally calmer than young puppies and in turn have better focus 
and attention when working with you.

MYTH: Using head collars will cause neck/spinal injury.

REALITY: This is an oft-repeated 
claim that can be found all over the 
Internet. In fact there are no docu-
mented cases of dogs getting neck 
and/or spinal injuries from head 
collars. Proper use of these types of 
collars should have no ill physical 
effects on your dog.

MYTH: I heard my dog should work 
for me only because he wants to 
please me.

REALITY: Dogs do what they do ultimately because it works for them. 
As humans we can count ourselves incredibly lucky to have such crea-
tures that appear to enjoy our company and share our lives. However, 
we need to understand that this is a mutual relationship, and dogs 
benefit from their relationships with us through getting food, shelter, 
play, and affection, among other things. Therefore when a dog does 
something that makes us happy, we shouldn’t jump to the assumption 
that a dog “only wants to please us” —they are doing things to make 
us happy because it also gets them a treat or a belly rub or a pleas-
ant environment to be in. If you subscribe to the theory of mind that 
a dog only should do things to please you and never be rewarded or 
reinforced for doing what you want, you will most likely find yourself 
with a dog that is difficult to train because he will have a hard time 
discerning when he’s done something right without any reward his-
tory from you.
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The health committee of the Australian Terrier Club of America (ATCA) 
currently has an online health survey generated and maintained by 
the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA). The survey can be 
found at http://www.offa.org/surveys/survey_austerrier.html. It is 
broken down into three sections. 

The first section of the survey includes owner information such as the 
number of dogs owned, age of the dog being reported and the activi-
ties it has participated in (conformation, obedience, barn hunt, etc.). 
During the first quarter of the current survey, February-June 2015, 168 
dogs have been reported, 72 males and 89 bitches. Most percentages 
in the survey report are based on the total dogs reported, however 
some section percentages are based on only the number of dogs re-
ported in that section. The average owner, participating in the survey, 
has been in the breed for 10 years or more. The third section of the 
survey addresses whelping and any issues associated with breeding. 
Breeders own the majority of the Aussies reported. 124 dogs (74%) 
were purchased for conformation and breeding, producing 5 or more 
litters. 7% (12 dogs) have had 1-5 litters and 19% (32 dogs) have never 
been bred.  

The second section of the survey covers health issues the owner feels 
are a problem in the breed and details of any heath issues, including 
Canine Health Information Center (CHIC) results. While 67% (112 dogs) 
of the Aussies reported so far were felt by their owners to be in excel-
lent health and have never had any health issues, it was reported that 
Diabetes and Cancer are the most serious health problems our breed 
faces. 13% (22 dogs) were reported as having Endocrine disorders 
(Diabetes and Hypothyroid) and 11% (18 dogs) were reported as hav-
ing cancer (most common types being Mast cell, Hemangiosarcoma 
and Lung Cancers).  10% (16 dogs) were reported to have dental issues 
(missing teeth). 

The ATCA recommends, since 2010, all breeding stock participate in 
the CHIC testing of patellas, thyroid and congenital eye issues. 38% 
(64 dogs), 37% (62 dogs), and 43% (72 dogs) of the total number of 
Aussies reported were tested for patella luxation, thyroid function, and 
eye exams, respectively. The following percentages are based on the 
number of dogs reported in each section. 44 of those tested (68.8%) 
were found to have normal patellas. 19 (29.7%) were found to have at 
least one grade 1-patella luxation. 

Only 1 dog (1.5%) was found to have grade 2- or 3-patella luxation. 49 
(79%) reported normal thyroid results. All eye exams were reported 
as normal by the American College of Veterinary Ophthalmologists 
(ACVO) standards. 

Is the incidence of these health issues truly so high? 1,080 individu-
als were registered with AKC during the last five years alone (average 
of 216/year). By comparison the 168 dogs reported in this quarter of 
the current survey is just a fraction of the Aussies registered and this 
isn’t counting all the pet puppies that are never registered! We need 
to encourage ALL Aussie owners, past and present, to participate, not 
just those that have experienced health issues in, or have bred, their 
Aussie. This includes owners of pet, show, and performance Aussies. 
The more Aussies that are entered into the survey the more indicative 
of the true incidence of the health issues our breed faces. So, if you 
haven’t filled out the survey for all the Aussies you own/have owned, 
please do so now at http://www.offa.org/surveys/survey_austerrier.
html!

All surveys are anonymous, however if you are on Breeder Referral List, 
you must submit your email at the end of the survey to get credit for 
participation.

AKC Gazette Column - by Grace Cartwright

    
 

About the AKC Breed Columns:
       The Breed columns are a time-honored feature of the AKC Gazette. Each columnist is appointed by a breed’s  national 
parent  club, which preserves the breed’s standard and helps to educate breeders, judges, and the public  about the breed’s 
history, function, and possible health issues. A national parent club is comprised of dedicated  breeders and fanciers, and it 
represents many years of collective experience in the breed. Columnists are asked  to write about topics of interest to the fancy 
in general as well as those of specific interest to judges and devotees of the breed.

Australian Terrier Column
August 2015 Issue

More Aussies Needed to Participate in Health Survey 
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Written by: Grace Cartwright & Teresa Schreeder, Health Committee Chairman
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GCH Kambara’s Santivo, RN, NAJ, CGC  
 Tivo earns the RA & CD title’s National weekend  

Owned by Kim & Gary Floyd

CH Ausere’t Bodacious, CD. RN, CA   
Bodie won the Henderson award in the Novice 
division, & also received a Versatility award in 

recognition of his varied titles. 
Bred & owned by Teresa Cleland

GRCH Merrigang Wild n Crazy Guy EE5 MJ MX ME RN RATS CD 
Reggie earning his Endurance Earthdog #5.  

Reggie earns his Companion Dog obedience title in 3 straight 
shows with scores of 183,197,188.

Bred, owned and loved by Heather Rife

Aussie Brags
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CH Ryba’s The Diamond Merchant  
2 legs Novice Rally 

Owned by Teresa Schreeder

Dreamtime Hocus Pocus CDX RAE THD CGCA 
finished his RAE title on August 8, 2015  

at the Dayton Dog Trainers Club in Dayton 
Owned by Patricia Goshorn



CH Rochan’s Rockin’ Block Party OA OAJ
Owned by Nancy & Doug Tibbett

Earned her Open Agility & Open Agility Jumpers  
title on June 6, 2015

Dreamtime Hocus Pocus CDX RAE THD CGCA
Highest Scoring AT in Trial Saturday, Sept.12, 2015  

at National Specialty weekend
He also received Versatility Excellent Award & Henderson 

Obedience Award from ATCA 
Owned by Pat Goshorn

GCH Araluen’s Catch a Sunbeam 
Beamer - First Place 

Lap Dog Junior Division Finals 
North America Diving Dogs 
Owned by Angie Cross Bly
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 Aust. Ch. Spalpeen Supa Troopa OHoriglen
Turbo recently competed on part of what we call ‘the 

country circuit’ for NSW.  From 6 shows he won 5 Group 1 
Terriers (all breeds shows), and 1 Best In Show (all breeds) 

Owned by Diana Fenton
Marble Arch Just for a Thrill

Lil QQQs and BBBs (blue ribbons) both days at 
TOPS (Terriers Only Performance Summit).   

Lil was also the highest scoring Australian Terrier 
at TOPS 2015. 

Owned by Devorah Sperber



Across The Pond by Brenda Brown

OWNERS WINNING THEIR VERY FIRST TOP AWARDS

The Australian Terrier Club of Great Britain held its annual Champion-
ship show at the Great Bridgeford Village Hall, Stafford on Sunday 26 
July 2015. 

Once again, as I’ve been doing since our daughter Lorna moved to 
Cornwall, I travelled south by train for this show which has meant I 
now have no dogs with me for our ATCGB shows. On this occasion I 
stayed in the Holiday Inn Express at Stafford. This hotel is perfectly 
situated for exhibitors going to shows in the Stafford area as it is just 
off the M6 motorway at Junction 13 which gives people easy access to 
a number of dog shows in the area. 

Fellow Aussie exhibitors Sheila Stoddart and Phil and Alison Tams were 
also staying in the same hotel and, in fact, it was Sheila who suggested 
I stay at this hotel. Sheila had two Aussies with her (both reds, one an 
adult male and his half-sister, a puppy bitch) and Phil and Alison had 
their young b/t male with them. 

I took a taxi from Stafford train station to the hotel and the taxi 
dropped me off at lunch-time on the Saturday. I checked in and within 
minutes I saw Sheila Stoddart. Phil and Alison arrived later and in the 
evening all four of us had an excellent meal and a drink together at a 
lovely Chinese restaurant situated just yards from the hotel. The res-
taurant is at the bottom end of the car park facing the hotel entrance.

After breakfast the following morning Sheila and I travelled to the 
show in Sheila’s brand new car which was so new she hadn’t, in fact, 
had time to get to grips with her car’s satellite navigation system (in 
the UK we call it “sat nav”) so Sheila had to rely on her knowledge of 
the Stafford area to get us to the venue which, I have to say, we found 
with no problem. Others missed the turn-off to the village so they had 
had a slight detour. The venue turned out to be excellent and it’s one 
which suited the size of our show extremely well.

Sadly, no longer do we have the number of entries we used to have in 
the 1970s when our ATCGB CH shows used to regularly have 50 - 60 
Aussies at its shows. In the 1980s entries at our ATCGB CH shows usu-
ally numbered 45 – 55 dogs but, I’m very sorry to say, those days are 
long gone. 

On arrival at the venue some of us got down to work to set up the 
show whilst others walked and groomed their dogs in readiness 
for going in to the ring once the show got underway. The weather 
was not good enough for exhibitors to set up their grooming tables 
outside but the small hall to the side of the well-lit, main hall worked 
very well.  

Our judge was Mrs Paula Meacham who was awarding Challenge Cer-
tificates for the very first time in the UK. Paula, whose kennel name is 
Zellamere, has shown Aussies from time to time over the past 30 years 
and she has owned and campaigned two Aussies to their Champion-
ship titles during that time as well as others she successfully showed. 

Paula had drawn an entry of 20 dogs, with one absentee male and four 
bitches absent meaning a total of 15 Aussies competed on the day. 
They comprised 9 dogs and 6 bitches.

Paula awarded the Dog CC and BIS to Phil and Alison Tams’ Temora-
bred male whilst his sire, also a Temora-bred red male owned by Zane 
Smith and who lives with and was shown here by Sheila Stoddart, took 
the Reserve CC.  The Bitch CC went to a b/t Silhill-bred bitch who has 
lived almost all her life in Ireland but who was owned by her breeder 
Sue McCourt at the time of our CH show and the Bitch Reserve CC win-
ner was a red Wyeafon-bred bitch owned by Ruth Jones. Best Puppy in 
Show was Sheila Stoddart’s Spitewinter-bred red bitch who was given 
the nod over her litter brother on the day. 

Alison has previously shown Border and Australian Terriers but this 
was the very first CC she - and her husband Phil Tams - had ever won 
and the look on Alison’s face was an absolute picture when it dawned 
on her Rio had been awarded the CC – so much so I truly wished I’d 
had a camera with me to catch her reaction at the very moment she 
realized he’d won!  What a great photograph that would have made.

As seasoned exhibitors who have won top honours in our breed(s) 
we often forget what it was like to win that very first “big” win and the 
truly wonderful feeling that gave us when it dawned on us what we’d 
just achieved. Alison’s immediate reaction was a great reminder of 
what that feeling was like. 

After the show we 
cleared up and at-
tended two Committee 
Meetings before Sheila 
and I headed back to 
the hotel with a stop 
at a park to exercise 
the dogs. It was soon 
time for the two of us 
to walk to the pub/res-
taurant which is also at 
the bottom end of the 
hotel car park. Sheila 
and I enjoyed another 
very tasty meal washed 
down with a drink, 
then back to our rooms 
for the night. We met 
at breakfast the follow-
ing morning before 
returning home to 
Scotland. 

I’m delighted to say 
Alison and Phil have 
since campaigned Rio to his UK CH title. 
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For those that do not know me, I have been a breeder for 20+ years 
now of Australian Terriers. I have had the wonderful opportunity to 
become friends with fellow breeder and Judge Sheila Stoddart of the 
Millvalley kennels located in Scotland.

Sheila and I have sent dogs back and forth over the years from here 
to there and beyond and our combined lines have created some very 
nice dogs that have influenced not only what I have here, but what 
she has over there as well.

Sheila has come over to visit and attend our Nationals on many oc-
casions, even before I knew her, so I figured it was high time I went 
to go visit her! Plus she has Mac at the moment (UK/AM GCH CH BISS 
Temora Ri Diercc) who is currently being campaigned in the UK under 
the ownership of Zane Smith.

It was a very EVENTFUL trip so to tell it all, I have to start from the very 
beginning, when I was dropped off at the airport by my wonderful 
husband!

I drove my car to O’Hare, mainly because my husbands driving fright-
ens me, he is very absentminded, just ask the garbage truck he ran 
into. I wanted to make sure my phone was charged and plugged it 
into my car charger. All went well, I got to the airport, said the good-
byes and I was almost to the door when I realized, I forgot my phone! 
I had the rolling luggage and he was still parked and I started running 
after him with the luggage in tow. I was in the street waving to him as 
he was pulling out, completely oblivious to my frantic attempts to flag 
him down. I mean really, a week without a phone?! What was I going 
to do?! All my flight info was on my phone! A man watching from 
his vehicle, pointed to my car and then to himself and I was like ‘yes, 
PLEASE!’ so he took off after my oblivious husband.

I then saw an O’Hare service agent and asked to borrow his phone. 
He said what is my husbands number and I was like, ‘I don’t know, he’s 
on speed dial!’ (note to self, MEMORIZE 
HUSBAND’S PHONE NUMBER!) 

So I suggested that we call my phone 
as I have the hands free device, so it will 
ring in the car and hopefully he will pick 
it up. So the service agent did just that, 
of course no pick-up. Tried again, same 
result. 

So, I sat there, hoping and praying that the person that went to go 
track my husband down succeeded! About 10 minutes later, my hus-
band pulled up, I was like ‘OMG, thank you, you came back!’ He said he 
tried to call me and all he got was the answering service and that I was 
getting a LOT of calls that were ringing in the car. I looked at him, was 
like, really?!, I retrieved my phone and said ‘Thank you, love you’ and 
once again, he went on his merry way. Once in the airport I listened 
to the messages he left me about how someone flagged him down 
seeing how I needed him and he was calling to see what I wanted and 
he could not figure out why my phone was ringing on loudspeaker in 
the car…….

All was well with check in, got on the plane ready to sleep as I always 
do when flying…. NOT! Crying baby one aisle over; 6 of the 7.5 hour 
flight. Oh well, the movies were good!

I had to go through security at Heathrow, and all was well except my 
camera bag was flagged, so, had to wait while the security guy went 
through it. I was behind a gentleman that had a carry on duffle and 
the security guy, who was very nice, but as slow as molasses, went 
through his bag, took everything out to check all of this mans person-
als, bag his tiny liquids and then rerun bag back under xray. The man’s 
waiting for his bag and was at first impatient, then resigned to having 
his underwear on full display to all of us. Each of his personals was 
refolded and then put back into his bag by the security guy. I am very 
glad I had given myself enough time between the first flight and the 
flight to Edinburgh!

I arrived safely to Edinburgh and was 
greeted by Sheila, it was so nice to see 
her again! My worry about the whole 
adventure was that Mac would not 
recognize me. It had been a year since I 
last saw him. It was a very thrilling and 
overwhelming feeling when Mac recog-
nized me immediately! He never left my 
side the entire trip and was in my room each night. It was I must say, 
very hard to leave him again when I came home. He is in good hands, 
but it was still hard.

After meeting Sheila’s gang and playing and photographing them, we 
drove around the countryside to see some of the sights. The coun-
tryside was breathtaking and then of course I got to see the castles! 
There is something about American’s and castles....

The second night we went for Fish N Chips. Fresh Haddock fried & 
put on a bed of chips in a box & then you go out to your car to eat it. 
No forks, all hand food. OMG was it good! Beats the frozen haddock 
we get here in the states any day! I threw a couple fries out to the 
seagulls, Sheila says there is a sign she thought somewhere where 
it says ‘Don’t feed the seagulls’, I told her my excuse was ‘I’m from 
Wisconsin’ she said “You don’t have Seagulls in Wisconsin?” “No”, I said, 
“we can’t read.” Seagulls did not find humor in all this and jumped on 
the hood of her car to stare us down while we finished eating! Where 
is your camera when you need it!

The next day it was time to pack and get ready for the drive to Na-
tional Terrier. Car was packed, had all my goodies to share with people 
(cow pies from Wisconsin). 
First however, we had to 
give a ride to an old friend 
of Sheila’s. He was a friend 
and a client of hers and she 
asked if I would mind if we 

dropped him off on the way out. His 
name was Gordon and he was on his 
final drive, to the mortuary! I took a 
nice photo of him and I am sure, know-
ing his sense of humor (according to 
Sheila) he would have been thrilled to 
be part of this story!

The Scottish Borders
by Julie M Seaton
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We made the trip in no time and in great weather and upon arriving in 
the hotel, ran into more Aussie people, Phil & Alison Tams to be exact. 
Phil & Alison had imported a dog from me, a boy out of Mac & Rory 
and he is almost a year old. Beautiful boy and very protective of his 
mom! He was not going 
to let Mac anywhere 
near her! It was great 
to finally meet both of 
them after emailing and 
talking on Facebook for 
a year!  

That night we had 
dinner at the Mandarin 
Restaurant. Felicity 
James also joined the 
group and it was a very fun and lively party. We not only opened up 
the place that evening, we closed it down too! Now everyone can say 
they had Peking Duck! The Peking Duck was not as good as Peking 
Gourmet Inn located in Falls Church VA, but close!

National Terrier Day

Well, what can I say. I was told by fellow 
Americans that have been to the show, not 
to expect much. It was no Montgomery, but 
my thought on that was, why does it have 
to be? National Terrier was registered with 
the Kennel Club in 1903. The Club only has 
a small Committee of six, plus officers. They 
put together a small, but well organized 
show and I have to commend them on the 
wonderful job they did.

I was excited, not only to see the dogs I have bred compete, but to  
finally meet other Breeders, people that I have been conversing with 
on Facebook and by email. It was not a large entry in Aussies, I wish 

there would have been more! I 
have to admit, the best part was 
watching Rufus (UK/AM CH Millval-
ley Red Rufus) and Paris (UK/AM 
CH Temora’s the Simple Life) in 
the veteran’s class. Rufus was so 

serious and professional 
in the ring. I thought for sure he 
would make the veteran cut. Paris 
was like, are we done yet? She 
could not have cared less! They 

both looked marvelous and it was a joy 
to see them both in the ring. 

There are a few new people in the 
breed at the moment and I hope they 
continue with showing their dogs. 
Right now the entries are down in Aus-
tralian Terriers in the UK. I would hate 
to see the breed disappear because 
people get discouraged! 
National Terrier was over and it was 
time to go back to Sheila’s. I took plenty 
of photos on the way there and back, 
the countryside is breathtaking!

Coming home from National Terrier was Hadrian’s wall. 
The Roman Emperor Hadrian came to Britain in AD 122. It is believed 
that he gave the order for the building of the wall as a frontier, demar-
cating the Roman south from the barbarian north.

There was already a line of 
forts following a Roman 
road, Stanegate. Hadrian’s 
wall followed this line, and 
consisted of a wall, ditch, a 
series of forts, milecastles 
and turrets along its 74 
mile length from the North 
Sea to the Irish Sea.

When the Roman army 
withdrew from Britain, 
local people started using 
the wall as a stone quarry, and stone was carted off to make houses. 
However much still remains, particularly in the wilder central sections, 

where there was little 
population to remove 
stone. Hadrian’s Wall 
is, of course now pro-
tected. Today, the best-
preserved sections of 
wall are in a 20-mile 
section between Hex-
ham and Haltwhistle 
in Northumberland. 
There you can see the 
run of the wall, forts, 

camps, turrets plus museums with relics of the Roman past.

Another interesting note made by Sheila was that the road home was 
also built by the Romans. As she pointed out it was a straight road, no 
curves, the Romans liked to walk a straight line at all times!
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I would be remiss if I did not men-
tion that we visited Hogwarts castle 
when we had a chance! It is actually 
called Alnwick Castle and is located 
in the town of Alnwick.  It is the 
home of the Duke of Northumber-
land. As many know, it is where the 
Harry Potter 
films were 
filmed and 
it deserved 
a photo op, 
with Mac 
& Sheila of 
course!

Holy Island

Lindisfarne Castle is a 16th century castle located on the Island. We 
went there for half a day.

The castle is located in what was once the very volatile border area 
between England and Scotland. The castle was built in 1550.

Holy Island itself is a tidal 
island and is accessible 
only through a causeway.

Warning signs urge visi-
tors walking to the island 
to keep to the marked 
path, check tide times 
and weather carefully and 
to seek local advice if in 
doubt. 

The causeway is gener-
ally open from about 
three hours after high 
tide until two hours 
before the next high tide.                           

Despite these warnings, about one 
vehicle each month is stranded on 
the causeway, requiring rescue by 
HM Coastguard.
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The monastery of Lindisfarne was founded by St. Aidan of Lindis-
farne, who had been sent from Lona, off the west coast of Scotland to 
Northumbria at the request of King St. Oswald of Northumbria around 
635 A.D. 

It became the base for Christian 
evangelism in the North of 
England.  

Lindisfarne was mainly a fishing 
community for many years.  
Tourism grew steadily through-
out the twentieth century and 
it is now a popular place with 
visitors.

It is a quiet place, you just soak 
up the serenity and admire the 
history along with the views.



We also drove on and 
over the Berwick bridges. 

There are 3 bridges 
here; the Railway bridge 
opened by Queen 
Victoria , the Old Bridge, 

and the middle bridge known 
as the Royal Bridge which 
was opened about 1935 by 
the then Prince of Wales who 
became King Edward VII. 

King Edward VII abdicated 
because he was determined to 
marry Mrs Simpson a divorced American lady…we do cause the Brit-
ish a lot of problems!

Sheila was gracious enough to drive me around so I could photograph 
the numerous castles in and around the area. I mean really, how can 
one visit Scotland and not see castles! It is like an American mainstay! 

We also went to the North Sea with Mac for a photo-op.  It was a 
beautiful area and watching the fishing boats come in for the day was 
a treat. 

My stay was over before I knew it and it was time to go home. I like 
to think that Mac pined for me as soon as I left, but I know Mac and I 
know that although he misses me, he is ingrained in the life at the mo-
ment with the Millvalley clan. He comes home after this year and will 
be home to stay, no more traveling for my boy.
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AKC Online Stats*

AKC Top Dogs   

                                                                                                                                

GCH CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo
GCH CH Christhill General Dwight David
GCH CH Dunham Lake Unanimous Decision
GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon
GCH CH Wild West’s Happy At The Plaza
GCH CH Arista Redskys Love Is All There Is CGC 
GCH CH Redsky Come Fly With Me To Ryba
GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops
GCH CH Outbackred’s Advent Star
GCH CH Benayr Cleared For Takeoff

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Conformation Breed Totals (Top 10)

                    Jan 1, 2015 to Aug 31, 2015

Conformation All-Breed Totals (Top 10)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

GCH CH Dunham Lake Unanimous Decision
GCH CH Temora Say It With Bacon
GCH CH Aka Inu Jaskarin Circo Massimo
GCH CH Christhill General Dwight David 
GCH CH Benayr Nick Of Time
GCH CH Arista Redskys Love Is All There Is CGC
GCH CH Outbackred’s Advent Star 
GCH CH Marble Arch The Corner Man
GCH CH Wild West’s Happy At The Plaza
GCH CH Dunham Lake Goody Two Shoes NA NAJ CGC

Conformation Owner/Handler  - NOHS (Top 10)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

GCH CH Dunham Lake Unanimous Decision
GCH CH Arista Redskys Love Is All There Is CGC
GCH CH Samabel Lucy’s Dark Magic
GCH CH Shastakin Killara Larrikin Reduproar
GCH CH Ryba’s Razmataz & All That Jazz 
GCH CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party
          CH Dreamweaver’s Abeyta Abeona
          CH Johmanda-Kambara’s General Pickett
          CH Tekoah & Wagdog Comin round Again 
GCH CH Benayr Nick Of Time

Agility MACH Competition** (Top 5) 

1
2
3
4

MACH4 Merrigang Benjamin Matlock MXC MJB2 
ABQ Kacy Christhill MX MXB MXJ MJS OF 
CH Banjopats Coppertone Girl RN AX AXJ CA CGC

 

**Sorted by the Score (Double Q’s X 10) + MACH points
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AKC New Titles
 This is a listing of New Titles 

This listing is for April 2015 to June 2015 ATCA ‘Owner’ Members only

April 2015

CHAMPION
CH Dirigo’s In A Minute
Breeder: Eileen Cummings
Owner: Eileen Cummings
CH Tak-A Chance Song Sung Bleu BN RE NA NAJ
Breeder: Susan Saulvester
Owner: Susan Saulvester
CH Tidewalker’s Diamond Glory
Breeder: Caren Holtby
Owner: Caren Holtby
CH Wild West’s Happy At The Plaza
Breeder: Julie Kirkpatrick & Eve Steele
Owner: Eve Steele 
GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops
Breeder: Jeanne Popovits
Owner: Jeanne Popovits
UTILITY DOG
CH Temora Keeping Stride UD GN GO
Breeder: Julie Seaton
Owner: Cindy Burgess
PRE-COMPANION DOG
Wismiss Regency Bonza Boy BN PCD RA
Breeder:  C Sazama & IE Weinstock & K Bryan & AA Wright
Owner: Barbera Curtis & Kerrie Bryan 
COMPANION DOG
Roachan’s Kayi Drifting Snow CD BN RAE CGCA
Breeder:  Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
Owner: Scott McSwain 
COURSING ABILITY
CH Johmanda’s Scooby Doo For Arista CA
Breeder: Kim Floyd
Owner: Pamela Levy & Shahntee Martin
RALLY NOVICE 
CH Auseret Bodacious CD RN
Breeder: Teresa Cleland
Owner: Teresa Cleland 
NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER
GCH CH Kambara’s Santivo RN NAJ
Breeder: Anne Mitchell & Craig Mitchell
Owner: Kim Floyd & Gary Floyd

May 2015

CHAMPION
CH Cambridge Radiant Spirit
Breeder: Ann Ridenour
Owner: Joy Miller & Ann Ridenour
CH Temora Southern Comfort
Breeder: Carol Arnold
Owner: Judy O’Brien & Julie Seaton 
CH Wild West’s Oh Henry
Breeder: Julie Kirkpatrick & Eve Steele
Owner: Eve Steele 
                           

 

GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Aka Inu Jaskrin Circo Massimo
Breeder: Kim Occhiuti
Owner: Kim Occhiuti
GCH CH Araluen’s Bubbles In The Wine
Breeder: Cheryl Mechalke & Jum Mechalke
Owner: Cheryl Mechalke & Jum Mechalke
GCH CH Christhill First Lady Marie Geneva
Breeder: Kreg Hill & William Christensen
Owner: Kreg Hill & William Christensen
GCH CH Christhill General Dwight David
Breeder: Kreg Hill & William Christensen
Owner: Kreg Hill & William Christensen
GCH CH Roachan’s Cocktail Party
Breeder: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
Owner: Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
GCH CH Samabel Sunshine Superman
Breeder: Alexa Samarotto & Claudia Coleman
Owner: Alexa Samarotto & Claudia Coleman
GCH CH Wild West’s Happy At The Plaza
Breeder: Julie Kirkpatrick & Eve Steele
Owner: Eve Steele
RALLY NOVICE 
GCH CH Redsky Flyboy Wellington RN
Breeder: Elaine Strid
Owner: Elaine Strid & Linda DeMartine 
THERAPY DOG
Dreamtime Hocus Pocus CDX RE THD CGCA
Breeder: Marilyn Harban
Owner: Patricia Goshorn 
COURSING ABILITY
GCH CH Aristas Rocky Mountain High CA
Breeder: Pamela Levy
Owner: Pamela Levy
Tak-A Chance Turning 4 Home CA RATN
Breeder: Susan Saulvester
Owner: Susan Saulvester

 
June 2015

CHAMPION
CH Ryba’s Diamond In The Rough
Breeder: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
Owner: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder & Diana Fenton
CH Ryba’s The Diamond Merchant
Breeder: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
Owner: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder & Michael Lamgham
GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Blue Moon Boston Pops
Breeder: Jeanne Popovits
Owner: Jeanne Popovits
GCH CH Araluen’s Catch A Sunbeam
Breeder: Cheryl Mechalke & jim Mechalke
Owner: Angie Cross Bly
GCH CH Redsky Come Fly With me To Ryba
Breeder: Elaine Strid
Owner: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
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June 2015 continued...

GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Samabel Lucy’s Dark Magic
Breeder: alexa Samarotto & Claudia Coleman
Owner: Susan Gersin & James Gersin
OPEN AGILITY
CH Roachan’s Rockin’ Block Party OA NAJ
Breeder: Ann Roache & Gale Roache
Owner: Nancy Tibbett
CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
CH Dreamtime’s Boy Toy CGC
Breeder: Marilyn Harban
Owner: Marilyn Harban
OPEN AGILITY JUMPER
CH Roachan’s Rockin’ Block Party OA OAJ
Breeder: Ann Roache & Gale Roache
Owner: Nancy Tibbett
COURSING ABILITY
CH Auseret Bodacious CD RN CA
Breeder: Teresa Cleland
Owner: Teresa Cleland

The CGC TEST consists of 10 skills needed by all well-mannered dogs. 
All of the exercises are done on a leash.

Test 1: Accepting a friendly stranger
The dog will allow a friendly stranger to approach it and speak to the 
handler in a natural, everyday situation.

Test 2: Sitting politely for petting
The dog will allow a friendly stranger to pet it while it is out with its 
handler.

Test 3: Appearance and grooming
The dog will welcome being groomed and examined and will permit 
someone, such as a veterinarian, groomer or friend of the owner, to do 
so.

Test 4: Out for a walk (walking on a loose lead)
The handler/dog team will take a short “walk” to show that the dog is 
in control while walking on a leash.

Test 5: Walking through a crowd
The dog and handler walk around and pass close to several people (at 
least three) to demonstrate that the dog can move about politely in 
pedestrian traffic and is under control in public places.

Test 6: Sit and down on command and Staying in place
The dog will respond to the handler’s commands to 1) sit, 2) down and 
will 3) remain in the place commanded by the handler (sit or down 
position, whichever the handler prefers).

Test 7: Coming when called
The dog will come when called by the handler. The handler will walk 
10 feet from the dog, turn to face the dog, and call the dog.

Test 8: Reaction to another dog
To demonstrate that the dog can behave politely around other dogs, 
two handlers and their dogs approach each other from a distance 
of about 20 feet, stop, shake hands and exchange pleasantries, and 
continue on for about 10 feet.

Test 9: Reaction to distraction
To demonstrate the dog is confident when faced with common dis-
tracting situations, the evaluator will select and present two distrac-
tions. Examples of distractions include dropping a chair, rolling a crate 
dolly past the dog, having a jogger run in front of the dog, or dropping 
a crutch or cane.

Test 10: Supervised separation
This test demonstrates that a dog can be left with a trusted person, if 
necessary, and will maintain training and good manners. Evaluators 
are encouraged to say something like, “Would you like me to watch 
your dog?” and then take hold of the dog’s leash. The owner will go 
out of sight for three minutes.
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AKC CANINE GOOD 
CITIZEN TEST 

(CGC)  
What you need to know!



	  2016	  Calendar	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ___________copies	  X	  	  $_______	  	  =	  $_______________	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  TOTAL	  =	  $	  _______________	  

Send	  payment	  and	  your	  mailing	  address	  to:	  
Grace	  Cartwright,	  4343	  Mallard	  Dr,	  Gloucester,	  VA	  23061	  
Make	  checks	  out	  to	  ATCA	  with	  the	  notaEon,	  2016	  Calendar	  

	  

OR	  –	  Purchase	  through	  the	  Australian	  Terrier	  Store	  at	  	  	  www.australianterrier.org	  
OR	  –	  Use	  your	  Paypal	  account	  and	  send	  correct	  amount	  to	  atcastorekeeper@yahoo.com	  

	  

★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  	  	  ★	  	  	  

Calendars	  expected	  to	  be	  shipped	  in	  November	  

ALL	  PRICES	  INCLUDE	  SHIPPING	  AND	  HANDLING	  
	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  US	  &	  Canada 	   	  All	  Other	  Countries	  

1	  Calendar 	   	  $18.00 	   	   	  $23.00	  
2	  Calendars 	   	  $35.00 	   	   	  $40.00	  
3	  Calendars 	   	  $51.75 	   	   	  $56.75	  
4	  Calendars 	   	  $68.00 	   	   	  $73.00	  

Save	  $1	  each	  

PRE_ORDER	  

2016	  CALENDAR	  

2016	  CALENDAR	  COVER	  CONTEST	  WINNER	  
Photo	  submiVed	  by	  Sandra	  Weigle	  –	  CongratulaEons!	  
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